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This Article joins other voices1 in challenging what I will call the “implicit bias consensus” in employment discrimination law, first crystallized in the work of Susan Sturm2 and Linda Hamilton Krieger.3 The implicit bias consensus has two basic components. The first is that most employment discrimination today is what Sturm christened “second generation employment discrimination” caused by implicit bias that is uncontrollable and unconscious, subtle and ambiguous.4 The second component of the consensus is that Title VII is ill-suited to address second generation discrimination.5
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4. Sturm, supra note 2, at 468.

5. Stephanie Bornstein, Unifying Antidiscrimination Law Through Stereotype Theory, 20 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 919, 965 (2016); Sonia Goltz, Roger Reinsch & Joel Tuoriniemi, University Women’s Experiences in Bringing Second Generation Sex Discrimination Claims: Further Support for Adoption of a Structural
This Article challenges the implicit bias consensus based on six different datasets from the Workplace Experiences Survey (WES), a simple ten-minute climate survey that provides a fine-grained description of how racial and gender bias play out in everyday workplace interactions. WES data and Williams’s other research offer plaintiffs’ lawyers a simple way to talk about racial and gender bias as falling into five basic patterns. WES data also helps them respond to the common defense argument that studies performed in social psychology labs do not describe what happens at work: the conjunction of lab studies and WES data is more powerful than either type of evidence alone, because lab studies provide objective evidence that the five basic patterns exist in the world, while WES data provide attitudinal evidence that these five patterns exist in today’s workplaces. The Article explores the implications of the WES and the five-patterns model for Title VII, contesting some basic tenets of the implicit bias consensus, notably its description of bias as unconscious and uncontrollable, and the contention that Title VII is ill-suited to address contemporary forms of discrimination. The Article ends by providing a step-by-step guide to how to use bias evidence in litigation, highlighting evidence that will be useful to help plaintiffs’ lawyers establish that a reasonable jury could find bias, particularly in light of the relaxed causation standard articulated in Bostock v. Clayton County.  
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INTRODUCTION

The basic patterns of gender bias are easily described. Prove-It-Again bias means that women have to prove themselves more than men do. Tightrope bias reflects that office politics are more complicated for professional women than professional men because women risk being seen as “difficult” if they behave in assertive and confident ways and “not go-getters” if they do not. The Tug of War further complicates office politics when bias against women fuels conflicts among women. Maternal Wall bias reflects the strong negative competence and commitment assumptions triggered by motherhood. Enumerating these patterns explains in very concrete ways how professional workplaces provide an invisible escalator for (white) men both because they have to prove themselves less than other groups, and face office politics that are much simpler.

Three of these four patterns tease out patterns of inequality that stem from social status—gender is just a specific case. Consequently, these four patterns capture racial as well as gender bias. Because Prove-It-Again bias reflects assumptions that groups lower in status are less competent, it is triggered robustly by race as well as gender. Tightrope bias reflects prescriptive stereotypes about how people should behave; because groups seen as lower in status are expected to behave in deferential rather than dominant ways, Tightrope bias reflects both racial and gender bias. Tug of War reflects divisions that arise because of the different ways that people of color enact their identities and the different strategies for assimilating with the dominant group (or refusing to do so), as documented in the influential work of Devon Carbado and Mitu Gulati. In addition to these three patterns, racial bias also reflects racial stereotyping that differs by group, but nearly always advantages whites over people of color.

Note the implication: women of color face five patterns of bias. WES data also show that women of color are the most likely group to report some bias patterns, which makes the low success rate of cases involving “intersectional plaintiffs” all the more disturbing—although, as we shall see, the new Supreme Court case of Bostock v. Clayton County may help.

---

With help from Professor Richard M. Lee of the University of Minnesota, Professor Erika V. Hall of Emory University, Professor Katherine W. Phillips of Columbia Business School, and Rachel M. Korn and others at the Center for WorkLife Law, Williams and her team used the five-patterns model to develop the Workplace Experiences Survey (WES), a simple ten-minute bias climate survey that asks people whether they have experienced bias and where. WES also measures the impact of bias on outcome measures like employee belonging and intent to stay. We now have U.S. data sets for 550 women science professors; all the other samples contain both men and women: 3093 engineers, 2827 lawyers, 1346 architects, and 227 people in tech; ten cross-industry samples are on the way. In addition to these quantitative data, we also have extensive qualitative data from survey comments, focus groups, and interviews performed in conjunction with WES surveys.

Science gains validity through aggregation of data. These samples provide evidence that many professionals today report having experienced precisely the kinds of bias social psychologists have documented in the lab over and over again for decades. This should reassure courts and defense experts who have worried that what happens in social psychology labs does not reflect what happens in today’s workplaces.

The power of the five-patterns model is its ability to describe bias on the ground in a concrete enough way that most people recognize that it actually happens. “You just described my life,” commented one white woman during an interview. “Happens all the time,” noted an African-American man working at a trade association during a workshop (speaking of Prove-It-Again bias). In scores of corporate trainings throughout the country, Williams has found that even not particularly receptive audiences accept the model’s fine-grained description of how bias plays out in everyday workplace interactions. For example, in a workshop for department chairs at a major STEM-heavy campus who had eaten alive a sensitivity-based diversity trainer the year before, 100% of participants said they had learned at least one way of interrupting bias, and 83% said they would use the strategies they learned for interrupting going forward (among those who filled out an evaluation survey). Virtually no pushback emerged in this and similar workshops; once people hear the five-patterns description of how bias plays out on the ground, virtually everybody

10. Because this study focused on women of color, the numbers were smaller because there are so few underrepresented minorities in technology.
11. All of these data will be referred to collectively as “WES data.”
12. Jones v. Nat’l Council of Young Men’s Christian Ass’n of the U.S., 34 F. Supp. 3d 896, 900 (N.D. Ill. 2014) (explaining that implicit bias expert testimony by Anthony Greenwald was “derived solely from laboratory testing that does not remotely approximate the conditions that apply in this case”).
15. Interview with John Doe, in S.F., Cal. (2019).
agrees that they have seen it. This has important implications at many stages of the litigation process, from initial client intake to settlement negotiations. Perhaps most important, the widespread recognition of the existence of the five patterns in mainstream media, public discourse, the business community, and popular culture has important implications at summary judgment, and for plaintiffs’ ability to introduce bias evidence without the use of expensive experts, as discussed in Part IV, but instead as stereotyping evidence. In an important sense, this Article extends the work of Stephanie Bornstein, who has argued that plaintiffs’ lawyers should pay more attention to the Price Waterhouse stereotyping approach.17

Plaintiff-friendly law professors have been in despair not only about the increasingly rocky reception of implicit bias in courts, but also about the Supreme Court’s hostility to so-called social framework testimony18 that highlights that subjective decision-making is a petri dish for bias. And indeed, it is, but social framework theory was sharply criticized by the Supreme Court in Dukes v. Wal-Mart,19 which also held that merely pointing to the existence of subjective decision-making (for example, tap-on-the-shoulder promotion systems) often will not satisfy the “commonality” required to sustain a class action under Rule 23.20 Some commentators announced the end of class actions,21 but post-Wal-Mart plaintiffs have had some success, including with evidence of implicit bias.22 One simple problem, in retrospect, is that the Wal-

17. Bornstein, supra note 5, at 932.
20. Wal-Mart, 564 U.S. at 359 (“Because respondents provide no convincing proof of a companywide discriminatory pay and promotion policy, we have concluded that they have not established the existence of any common question.”); see also FED. R. CIV. P. 23.
Mart class was just too big (1.5 million plaintiffs)—much bigger than in any previous class action.\textsuperscript{23}

The Wal-Mart majority felt that the plaintiffs lacked the “glue” needed to link the plaintiffs’ cases together;\textsuperscript{24} subsequent plaintiffs have supplied that glue. An instructive example is McReynolds v. Merrill Lynch,\textsuperscript{25} where plaintiffs did not merely argue that Merrill Lynch’s assignment system was subjective, but explained that its “teaming” policy operated to create “little fraternities” of white brokers who chose to work with brokers like themselves, which meant that Black brokers found it hard to access the “teaming” that led to lucrative accounts.\textsuperscript{26}

Note how McReynolds provided the “connective tissue” Wal-Mart lacked: it described precisely how in-group favoritism operated to deprive Black brokers of equal opportunities.\textsuperscript{27} “Plaintiffs need to craft a story, a narrative, that explains how stereotyping has, in fact, affected the defendants’ workplace. . . . in ways a jury, or a judge, is likely to accept,” notes Michael Selmi.\textsuperscript{28} Other commentators have made similar points. “What is needed is a new form of metaphorical glue,” concludes Tanya Katerí Hernández.\textsuperscript{29} The five-patterns model may provide not just a narrative that the employer has maintained a system vulnerable to discrimination—the Wal-Mart approach—but a fine-grained description of precisely how bias influenced access to employment opportunities.

Part I describes the implicit bias consensus’s description of bias and argues that this description is ill-suited for employment law. Part II describes WES data. Part III responds to the claim that Title VII is ill-suited to address twenty-first century employment discrimination, arguing that once the focus shifts from “unconscious bias” to the five-patterns model, established patterns of proof readily accommodate evidence of racial and gender bias—particularly if courts are honest about the implications of the five-patterns model for the “same-actor” inference (that the same person who hired the plaintiff would not later fire the plaintiff) and the “personal animosity” defense (that the plaintiff’s experience reflected not discrimination but personal animosity). Part IV documents that the basic patterns of bias have been widely disseminated in popular culture and the mainstream media, which has implications for the introduction of bias evidence without expert testimony and—most important—for summary judgment, where

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{23} Wal-Mart, 564 U.S. at 343.
  \item \textsuperscript{24} Id. at 339.
  \item \textsuperscript{25} McReynolds v. Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., 672 F.3d 482, 492 (7th Cir. 2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{26} Id. at 489.
  \item \textsuperscript{27} Zatz, supra note 18, at 388.
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Hernández, supra note 19, at 315 (referencing Wal-Mart, 564 U.S. at 352 ("Without some glue holding the alleged reasons for all those decisions together, it will be impossible to say that examination of all the class members’ claims for relief will produce a common answer to the crucial question why was I disfavored.")).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
the judges’ role is to assess what a reasonable jury would find. The Article ends with a discussion of how to use the five-patterns model in litigation, from the initial client interview to closing arguments.

I. THE IMPLICIT BIAS CONSENSUS GIVES A DESCRIPTION OF BIAS ILL-SUITED TO THE WORKPLACE CONTEXT

Nearly twenty years ago, Susan Sturm published a highly influential article arguing that discrimination had become “more complex and elusive” rather than of the overt old-fashioned “this is no job for a woman” or “Irish need not apply.” She asserted that “[c]ognitive bias, structures of decisionmaking, and patterns of interaction have replaced deliberate racism and sexism as the frontier of much continued inequality.” Modern discrimination, she argued, typically reflects “cognitive or unconscious bias, rather than deliberate, intentional exclusion.”

Sturm’s reference to cognitive or unconscious bias refers to Linda Hamilton Krieger’s pathbreaking 1995 article, The Content of Our Categories. Krieger’s influential article led to an alliance with Project Implicit, a special issue of the California Law Review exploring “the law of implicit bias,” and to sweeping statements that unconscious bias is “today’s most prevalent type of discrimination.” “Over the last decade, implicit bias has emerged as the primary explanation for continued inequalities, and, within this emerging literature, it often seems as if all contemporary discrimination results from implicit biases,” notes Michael Selmi.

Project Implicit championed the use of the terms “implicit bias” and “unconscious bias” to refer to the bias measured by the Implicit Association Test (IAT). The IAT measures the speed with which the test-taker associates stereotype-congruent and stereotype-incongruent words or images. For example, our brains will tend to associate an oven mitt more quickly with a

30. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 (stating that the court may grant summary judgment on concluding there is no genuine issue of material fact; no summary judgment where no reasonable jury could find for the moving party); see also E-mail from Rick Marcus, Distinguished Professor of L., Univ. of California, Hastings Coll. of the L., to Joan C. Williams, Distinguished Professor of L., Univ. of California, Hastings Coll. of the L. (Aug. 10, 2020, 9:29 AM) (on file with authors).
31. Sturm, supra note 2, at 459.
32. Id. at 460.
33. Id.
34. Id.
37. See Krieger, supra note 3, at 1164 (arguing that unconscious bias is “today’s most prevalent type of discrimination”); see also Amy L. Wax, Discrimination as Accident, 74 IND. L.J. 1129, 1130 (1999) (explaining that unconscious bias is the “most pervasive and important form of bias operating in society today”).
38. Selmi, The Paradox of Implicit Bias, supra note 1, at 194.
picture of a woman than a baseball mitt, providing a quantitative measure of bias.

The introduction and publicizing of the IAT\(^\text{41}\) brought the discussion of bias to a new level. The IAT provided a language and widespread understanding that even people of goodwill who have no wish or conscious endorsement of discrimination nonetheless can perpetuate stereotypes, bias, and ultimately discrimination. This important contribution should never be underestimated. Moreover, nothing in this Article contests the scientific validity of the IAT; our focus is solely on the usefulness of IAT evidence in litigating employment discrimination under Title VII. From the viewpoint of employment law, the IAT, and the language its advocates have used to promote it, have two basic drawbacks.

A. IN THE EMPLOYMENT CONTEXT, THE IAT FOCUSES ATTENTION ON THE WRONG PART OF THE COGNITIVE PROCESS

The IAT—which focuses on the milliseconds that measure how stereotypes affect automatic associations—is not particularly useful for employment law. The employment context is not like the police violence context, where people make split-second decisions of paramount importance that result in the killing of a Black gentleman reaching for his wallet or a twelve-year-old child waving a toy gun.\(^\text{42}\) Milliseconds matter in policing, but in the workplace decision-making proceeds at a statelier pace. Workers regularly override their initial instincts and self-edit all the time in order to conform to workplace norms. Few of us blurt out that we think our boss is an idiot or our colleague is sexy; we provide a cognitive override. Thus, the implicit bias consensus focuses attention on the wrong part of the cognitive process: in the workplace, stereotype activation is automatic, but stereotype application can be controlled.

Another major drawback of the excessive focus on the IAT is the urgent focus on whether automatic associations can be changed.\(^\text{43}\) Changing implicit associations is very difficult, because stereotypes are learned early and reinforced often, and any intervention to try to change stereotypes is likely to be swamped by a past life governed by them, and by a day-to-day experience that reinforces them. Luckily, avoiding employment discrimination does not require

\(^{41}\) Id.


changing automatic associations. All that’s required is a double take—running your gut response through your head. A large literature shows that people can self-correct and decrease the level of bias if they are held accountable for providing this cognitive override.\footnote{See, e.g., Philip E. Tetlock, Accountability and Complexity of Thought, 45 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. 74, 74–75 (1983).} When people are held accountable by, for example, making it clear that they will have to justify their decisionmaking process, they engage in more cognitive processing and can override biases.\footnote{Id. at 75, 82.} That’s where the focus should be for employment discrimination. You can think whatever you want; what Title VII prohibits is differential treatment based on race or sex.\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (2018).} Put differently, antidiscrimination law is concerned not with the “content of our categories”\footnote{Krieger, supra note 3, at 1199–1202.} but with whether we allow bias to affect the workplace experience of our coworkers.

In response to these and other concerns, some prominent commentators have argued that plaintiffs’ employment lawyers should turn their attention from the IAT to field studies.\footnote{Selmi, The Paradox of Implicit Bias, supra note 1, at 227, 233–39.} This throws out most of social psychology because most studies of bias are performed in labs and not in the field. Even more important, due to the small number of people of color in many job categories, field studies often will yield high enough numbers to reach statistical significance only in the context of hiring, which rules out field studies of promotion and climate issues that will often be more, or equally, important. WES data makes sole reliance on field studies unnecessary because it provides robust evidence that people report encountering precisely the same kinds of bias at work that have been found over and over again in lab studies.

B. THE PICTURE OF BIAS AS UNCONSCIOUS AND UNCONTROLLABLE IS MISLEADING

Because of the excessive focus on whether stereotypes are \textit{triggered} as opposed to whether their influence is \textit{controlled}, some IAT enthusiasts have taken Project Implicit’s focus on automatic associations to extremely unfortunate characterizations of bias as uncontrollable and unknowable. “[A]ttitudes and stereotypes may also be implicit, in the sense that they are not consciously accessible through introspection,” notes Jerry Kang, one of the most influential legal scholars championing implicit bias.\footnote{Jerry Kang, Mark Bennett, Devon Carbado, Pam Casey, Nilanjana Dasgupta, David Faigman, Rachel Godsil, Anthony G. Greenwald, Justin Levinson & Jennifer Mnookin, Implicit Bias in the Courtroom, 59 UCLA L. REV. 1124, 1129–30 (2012).} Two other authors note that implicit biases, “once activated, influence many of our behaviors and judgments in ways we cannot consciously access and often cannot control.”\footnote{L. Song Richardson & Phillip Atiba Goff, Implicit Racial Bias in Public Defender Triage, 122 YALE L.J. 2626, 2630–31 (2013).}
Yet another author asserts, “[i]mplicit biases are automatic associations held by individuals often beyond their conscious awareness or control.”

Another basic tenet of the implicit bias consensus is that most bias, or most bias that matters, is unconscious. What most don’t recognize is that insistent focus of Project Implicit, the influential research group formed by psychologists championing the IAT, on whether bias is conscious or unconscious is unusual. Most social psychologists make little use of this distinction. Project Implicit does because it is an outgrowth of cognitive psychology, which is focused on brain studies and cognitive errors. This focus deflects attention away from the social construction of knowledge, which is the traditional focus of social psychology.

To clarify, this Article discusses work in three different areas of psychology: cognitive, social, and industrial/organizational. Cognitive psychology centers on cognitive processes like thinking and memory; social psychology centers on the social dimension of human interactions; and industrial/organizational psychology centers workplace behavior and how to design human resource processes. Behavioral economics is a much more recent entry into the study of bias; often its studies reproduce findings reported for decades in social psychology. We seek to shift the focus from cognitive processing to social and industrial/organizational psychology and behavioral economics because we believe, for the purposes of antidiscrimination law, it is less important to understand the cognitive processing of bias than to understand how bias plays out in everyday workplace interactions.

Several strains of research provide important insights into what we should make of claims that most bias is unconscious. One strain shows that powerful people, and those high in dominance, are more likely than others to engage in stereotyping. Susan Fiske first documented that high-power individuals are more likely to stereotype others in 1993. Later work clarifies that increased stereotyping by those in power reflects two separate mechanisms. Stereotyping by default, which reflects decreased attention to stereotype-inconsistent information, reflects powerful people’s sense that they are too busy to pay

---

51. Adam Benforado, Frames of Injustice: The Bias We Overlook, 85 Ind. L.J. 1333, 1363 (2010).
53. About Us, PROJECT IMPLICIT, projectimplicit.net/about.html (last visited Nov. 23, 2020).
55. Id.
attention to those below.60 Stereotyping by design, which reflects increased attention of stereotype-consistent information, reflects powerful people’s motivation to underestimate their underlings to justify their powerful position.61 Other studies confirm that power increases both stereotyping62 and implicit prejudice.63 People who are high in dominance traits exhibit the same tendency to stereotype as do people in high-power positions.64 One review article concludes: “In summary, high- and low-power individuals construe their social worlds quite differently. Studies using varied measures of power and social judgment consistently show that elevated power is associated with more automatic, less complex styles of reasoning,”65 including stereotyping. In other words, stereotyping is part and parcel of being powerful; it is not useful to excuse the powerful who choose not to bring this into their consciousness on the grounds that the resulting bias is “unconscious.”

Another strain of research dating back to 1978 concerns “perspective taking.”66 Research finds that “high power reduces perspective taking and related forms of social attention.”67 Privileged groups’ cluelessness, research shows, is an artifact of social privilege.68 Particularly important in this context are studies of role taking: the “communicative, affective, and cognitive work on the part of the interactants as they give and elicit cues, attune to and express feelings, and imagine one another’s thought processes,” to quote an influential study by Tony P. Love and Jenny L. Davis.69 A well-known example of role taking is that women are significantly more accurate in interpreting nonverbal cues.70 This turns out to be a specific instance of a more general pattern: lower

---

61. Id.
64. Goodwin et al., supra note 59, at 237.
65. Keltner et al., supra note 60, at 274–75.
status groups are more attuned to higher status groups than vice versa.\footnote{RIDGEWAY, supra note 7, at 60.}

“[O]ccupying a position of high rather than low power” makes people pay less attention to others’ views\footnote{Blader et al., supra note 67, at 724; Susan T. Fiske, Interpersonal Stratification: Status, Power, and Subordination, in 2 HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 941, 959–60 (Susan T. Fiske, Daniel T. Gilbert, & Gardner Lindzey eds., 5th ed. 2010).} for the simple reason that those lower on the totem pole need to know more about those above, because those above have power over those below.\footnote{RIDGEWAY, supra note 7, at 60.}


People in positions of power are responsible for making justifiable decisions: a good way to justify one’s own position of power is to embrace negative stereotypes about others. This is not just a cognitive error. It is driven by social motivations to deny the existence of privilege. This is illustrated in a study by L. Taylor Phillips and Brian S. Lowery, which is part of the literature that documents that white people are motivated to believe they have benefited only from meritocratic systems and personal virtues.\footnote{Phillips & Lowery, supra note 68, at 12–13.}

In a fascinating experiment, Phillips and Lowery found that white people, when faced with evidence of white privilege, claimed that they themselves suffered from personal hardships.\footnote{Id. at 14.} The authors attribute that reaction to identity threat—claims of white privilege threaten the identity of college students whose identities are built around the idea that they have worked hard for everything they have achieved, and that their social position reflects only merit.\footnote{Id.}

“[W]e found that Whites exposed to evidence of White privilege claim more personal life hardships, but do not deny the existence of White privilege at the group level. We theorized that increased hardship claims may serve to help individuals deny the extension of privilege to themselves.”\footnote{Id. at 16.} As further evidence of this, when the study authors did an additional experiment in which they sent reaffirming messages to the subjects, the subjects were less likely to claim personal hardship.\footnote{Id.}

The authors concluded, “hardship claims help people deny they personally benefit from privilege—that White privilege extends to themselves.”\footnote{Id.}

Other experiments have made similar findings about men and gender bias, leading Phillips and
Lowery to conclude that “[b]eing exposed to evidence of privilege is an aversive experience that elicits self-protective reactions.”

In other words, denying social privilege is one of the accoutrements of privilege. All this raises serious questions about Project Implicit’s focus on whether bias is conscious. To use the telling vernacular, if you’re clueless, whose fault is that? Instead of using language that seems to perpetuate and enshrine high-status group’s felt entitlement to be clueless, we should be deploying language that provides a concrete description of how discrimination prevents meritocracy from triumphing because some groups are held to higher standards and face far trickier office politics. That is precisely what the five-patterns model does.

In an unfortunate excess of enthusiasm, Project Implicit’s approach to bias is sometimes presented as a breakthrough that leaves older approaches in the dust. IAT advocates such as Mahzarin Banaji and Jerry Kang sometimes portray themselves as offering a fresh approach to the entire field of psychology. In their laudable campaign to disseminate important findings, they announced highly ambitious claims with rhetorical flourish. These claims represent sincere enthusiasm coupled with land grab, as cognitive psychologists focused on the brain upstaged social psychologists with Ph.D.’s in sociology, social psychology, or industrial/organizational psychology. The common storyline, as articulated by Anthony Greenwald and Linda Hamilton Krieger, spoke of “the new science of unconscious mental processes” replacing an older view of human behavior under conscious control, overlooking decades of work in experimental social psychology.

All this led predictably to an attack on the use of social psychology in general, led by Gregory Mitchell and Philip E. Tetlock, who provided expert testimony to employers seeking to defeat employment discrimination lawsuits. In Antidiscrimination Law and the Perils of Mind Reading, Mitchell and Tetlock do just what IAT advocates did: they elide the difference between the IAT and social psychology in general. In this and subsequent articles, they launch an


82. JOAN C. WILLIAMS & RACHEL DEMPSEY, WHAT WORKS FOR WOMEN AT WORK at xiv–xv (2014).
84. See id.
87. Mitchell & Tetlock, supra note 13, at 1068–69 (“Until the connection between measures of implicit prejudice and discriminatory behaviors of greater consequence is established, the claimed link between implicit prejudice and discriminatory behavior as expansively defined by social psychologists holds little legal significance.”).
attack on the IAT, and argue that its alleged methodological flaws prove that evidence of implicit bias should not be allowed in employment cases.\textsuperscript{88} Notably, Mitchell and Tetlock argue that lab studies are not dependable because they do not describe what happens in actual workplaces: “those eager to import [IAT] research into the law still must establish that the correlations between IAT scores and discriminatory conduct found in artificial laboratory settings reliably predict behavior in real-world settings.”\textsuperscript{89} WES data avoids these issues by relying on lab studies combined with self-reports that show that workers describe precisely the bias patterns documented in lab studies.

C. RELYING ONLY ON FIELD STUDIES IS NOT THE ANSWER

Two prominent commentators who share our goal of breaking the thrall of “implicit association enthusiasm,”\textsuperscript{90} advocate a shift from a focus on the IAT to a focus on field studies that document discrimination in real-world settings.\textsuperscript{91} We disagree. That just shifts attention from one narrow type of evidence (the IAT) to another narrow type of evidence (field studies). That’s far too restrictive, given that most studies are done not in the field but in the lab. Anyone who has participated both in lab studies and in field studies (as we have) can explain why. Lab studies, for one thing, are typically cheap: all you need to do is make participating in a matched-resume study a course requirement in a psychology course, and then crunch the numbers. Lab studies also are powerful because they allow you to control for everything except for the variable to be studied, so they yield clean data, statistical power, and clear effects.

Field studies are a different kettle of fish. First of all, they are much more difficult to accomplish: Williams once negotiated with more than a dozen people over the course of two years at one large company, only to be told through a single email that the company had decided to discontinue its participation in the project.\textsuperscript{92} John List, one of the foremost researchers in behavioral economics,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{88} Gregory Mitchell & Philip E. Tetlock, Popularity as a Poor Proxy for Utility: The Case of Implicit Prejudice, in PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCE UNDER SCRUTINY: RECENT CHALLENGES AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 164, 186 (Scott O. Lilienfield & Irwin D. Waldman eds., 2017); Mitchell & Tetlock, supra note 13, at 1034.
\item \textsuperscript{90} Bagenstos, supra note 1, at 38; Selmi, The Paradox of Implicit Bias, supra note 1, at 196; see also Charles A. Sullivan, Plausibly Pleading Employment Discrimination, 52 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1613, 1669 (2011) (noting that IAT studies are “necessarily proof that real-world decisions are influenced by” implicit attitudes, and recommending field studies as the alternative).
\item \textsuperscript{91} Bagenstos, supra note 1.
\item \textsuperscript{92} E-mail from organization to Joan C. Williams, Distinguished Professor of L., Univ. of California, Hastings Coll. of the L (confidential).
\end{itemize}
estimates that only about one in ten field studies actually works out. Second, the sample sizes gained from field studies are often small, jeopardizing the robustness of statistical analyses. The exception is hiring studies, but failure to hire is not the key problem in many professional workplaces—retention and advancement are. Doing field studies on the effects of bias on retention and advancement immediately runs into small numbers and long time periods. This makes doing them much costlier not only in terms of funding; it often fits poorly into the academic incentives of the social psychologist or behavioral economist in question, given the academic priority for consistent publication.

II. HOW BIAS PLAYS OUT IN EVERYDAY WORKPLACE INTERACTIONS: THE WES DATA

Lab studies provide objective evidence that certain patterns of bias exist in the world but not evidence that they exist in the workplace. The WES does not provide an objective measure of bias—it is an attitudinal survey—but it does document that people report seeing the bias patterns documented in the lab playing out at work. What is powerful is the conjunction of the two different sorts of evidence. Mitchell and Tetlock’s worry that what happens in “artificial laboratory settings” is not happening in the workplace seems misplaced.

Williams distilled forty years of experimental research into five basic patterns of bias that affect women and people of color. The next step was to convert these patterns into the ten-minute WES and a shorter, related survey. The WES has been given to 693 engineers in India and 3093 in the United States, 2827 lawyers, 550 science professors, 1346 architects, and 227 tech workers. In addition, we have two cross industry samples: 823 individuals

---

93. E-mail from John List, Kenneth C. Griffin, Distinguished Service Professor in Economics at the Univ. of Chicago, to Joan C. Williams, Distinguished Professor of L., Univ. of California, Hastings Coll. of the L. (Jan. 12, 2020, 7:43 PM) (on file with authors).

94. The legal profession is a good example. For instance, women have been half or more of law students for decades, but remain only twenty percent of law firm equity partners. DESTINY PIEERY, REPORT OF THE 2018 NAWL SURVEY ON RETENTION AND PROMOTION OF WOMEN IN LAW FIRMS 2–3 (2018), https://www.nawl.org/page/2018survey.

95. The WES asks people to answer questions about their own experiences in the workplace. For example, “I have to prove myself over and over again to get the same level of recognition as my colleagues.”

96. Mitchell & Tetlock, supra note 13, at 1033.

97. Much of the stereotyping research puts together members of different groups into larger categories (for example, people of Asian descent include people from East Asian, Southeast Asian, and South Asian countries). This approach means that we lose the ability to look at important differences between groups. However, there are also important similarities in the workplace experiences of individuals in these groups, as we want to make sure to talk about these stereotypes even though the approach is not perfect.

98. The WES is designed to examine the major patterns of gender and racial bias within an industry; it was customized and used in this way to examine engineers, lawyers, and science professors. A shorter, generalized version called the Bias at Work Survey was used to collect cross-industry data in two additional studies.


100. JOAN C. WILLIAMS, SU LI, ROBERTA RINCON & PETER FINN, WORKLIFE LAW, CLIMATE CONTROL: GENDER AND RACIAL BIAS IN ENGINEERING? 112 (2016), https://worklifelaw.org/publications/Climate-Control-
recruited to a publicly available survey, and 1616 individuals recruited from Cint, a paid participant pool. Each survey participant answered questions about the experiences they had at their current or most recent employer.

These surveys confirm that the kinds of bias documented in both lab and audit studies in social psychology, industrial-organizational psychology, and behavioral economics show up in workplaces today. One dramatic aspect of WES data is the large divergences between the experience of white men and that of other groups. WES data is particularly important in light of studies that show that even small biases add up quickly over time: one computer model started out with a workforce that was 58% women and showed that with only a 5% bias in favor of men, the percentage of women fell to 29% after just seven iterations.

When bias plays out year after year in all of the different business systems, (hiring, performance evaluations, meetings, assignments, etc.) small biases add up to big effects.

A. PROVE-IT-AGAIN BIAS

Women and African Americans need to provide more evidence of competence in order to be seen as equally competent. Thus, resumes of people of color get evaluated more negatively than identical resumes of white people. Prove-It-Again is “descriptive stereotyping”: it reflects assumptions that groups will conform to stereotypes about them. Prove-It-Again is a status effect, so


101. See Appendix B for details on research design, implementation, and representative demographic group findings.

102. WES data collected by Joan C. Williams (on file with the authors).


106. WILLIAMS & DEMPSEY, supra note 82, at xxi.
it is triggered by status categories such as gender, race, social class, LGBTQ status, disability status, and more. Susan Fiske found that, “beliefs about a group’s status and its competence [are] so closely related . . . that the two concepts virtually defined each other.” This means that white men often get the benefit of the doubt, while women and people of color often have to prove themselves repeatedly. In this way, Prove-It-Again bias operates to create an invisible escalator for majority men—but not all majority men: one study found that a white man whose interests signaled an elite background (for example, classical music, sailing, and polo) was twelve times more likely to receive a call back than a white man whose interests signaled blue-collar origins (for example, country music, pick-up soccer, and track and field).

Prove-It-Again bias stems from two different mechanisms: *in-group favoritism* and *lack of fit*. Although the term “in-group favoritism” was first coined in the 1950s by Gordon Allport, Marilynn Brewer first explored its workplace effects in the 1990s. Members of the dominant group tend to favor other members of the dominant group, which means that in professions dominated by white men from elite backgrounds, that demographic finds it easier to get sponsors, to be “in the know,” and to get the benefit of the doubt. White men in professional/managerial jobs tend to favor other white men both because like attracts like and because high-status people tend to favor other high-status people.

The second mechanism that plays an important part in creating Prove-It-Again bias is explained by Madeleine Heilman’s lack of fit theory, which dates back to the invisible escalator for majority men. In this way, Prove-It-Again bias operates to create an invisible escalator for majority men—but not all majority men: one study found that a white man whose interests signaled an elite background (for example, classical music, sailing, and polo) was twelve times more likely to receive a call back than a white man whose interests signaled blue-collar origins (for example, country music, pick-up soccer, and track and field).

Prove-It-Again bias stems from two different mechanisms: *in-group favoritism* and *lack of fit*. Although the term “in-group favoritism” was first coined in the 1950s by Gordon Allport, Marilynn Brewer first explored its workplace effects in the 1990s. Members of the dominant group tend to favor other members of the dominant group, which means that in professions dominated by white men from elite backgrounds, that demographic finds it easier to get sponsors, to be “in the know,” and to get the benefit of the doubt. White men in professional/managerial jobs tend to favor other white men both because like attracts like and because high-status people tend to favor other high-status people.

The second mechanism that plays an important part in creating Prove-It-Again bias is explained by Madeleine Heilman’s lack of fit theory, which dates back to the invisible escalator for majority men. In this way, Prove-It-Again bias operates to create an invisible escalator for majority men—but not all majority men: one study found that a white man whose interests signaled an elite background (for example, classical music, sailing, and polo) was twelve times more likely to receive a call back than a white man whose interests signaled blue-collar origins (for example, country music, pick-up soccer, and track and field).

It is triggered by status categories such as gender, race, social class, LGBTQ status, disability status, and more. Susan Fiske found that, “beliefs about a group’s status and its competence [are] so closely related . . . that the two concepts virtually defined each other.” This means that white men often get the benefit of the doubt, while women and people of color often have to prove themselves repeatedly. In this way, Prove-It-Again bias operates to create an invisible escalator for majority men—but not all majority men: one study found that a white man whose interests signaled an elite background (for example, classical music, sailing, and polo) was twelve times more likely to receive a call back than a white man whose interests signaled blue-collar origins (for example, country music, pick-up soccer, and track and field).
back to the 1980s. Heilman pointed out that professional workplaces assumed that men were the best fit for professional jobs, and that the consequent perceived lack of fit disadvantages women systematically. Heilman’s work provides insight into the glass ceiling, which reflects the assumption that women are a good fit for lower-level jobs, but not for top jobs. Some studies of professionals suggest that bias ratchets up for women who reach higher levels of authority.

Because Prove-It-Again bias is caused by status differentials, it is triggered by race as well as gender. This is a result of descriptive stereotyping: since Black people and Latinx people are stereotyped as less competent, if they want to be seen differently, they must prove themselves more. This effect is documented in laboratory studies: in a study by Monica Biernat and Diane Kobrynowicz, Black applicants were required to “jump through more hoops” than white applicants in order to provide evidence of their competence.

Heilman’s lack of fit analyses focused exclusively on gender, but her framework has been extended to race in the work of Erika Hall, Ashleigh Rosette, and others. For example, Ashleigh Shelby Rosette and Robert W. Livingston found that Black women are rated more harshly when things go awry than either Black men or white women.

Both in-group favoritism and lack of fit provide theoretical models to explain the African-American aphorism that Black people need to “work twice as hard to get half as far.”

114. Heilman’s “lack of fit” is arguably analogous to Alice Eagly’s “role incongruity.” Compare Madeline E. Heilman, Sex Bias in Work Settings: The Lack of Fit Model, in 5 RESEARCH IN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 269, 269 (L.L. Cummings & Barry M. Staw, eds. 1983) (finding that the role of a woman is incongruous with the role of a good leader), with Alice H. Eagly & Steven J. Karau, Role Congruity Theory of Prejudice Toward Female Leaders, 109 PSYCH. REV. 573, 579 (2002).

115. Heilman, supra note 114, at 269; see also Biernat, supra note 104, at 550 (showing women have to provide roughly twice the evidence of competence as compared to men in order to be seen as equally competent); Foschi, Double Standards for Competence, supra note 104, at 28 (classic study of double standards).


117. RIDGEWAY, supra note 7, at 115.


120. Biernat & Kobrynowicz, supra note 104, at 550.


123. Christopher D. DeSante, Working Twice as Hard to Get Half as Far: Race, Work Ethic, and America’s Deserving Poor, 57 AM. J. POL. SCI. 342, 352–54 (2013).
A recent longitudinal meta-analysis by Alice Eagly found that low-competence stereotypes of women have diminished over time.\textsuperscript{124} This reflects the waning of I Love Lucy-type “women as dingbats” stereotypes.\textsuperscript{125} Women used to be seen as less intelligent and competent than men. Now they are not, but they are still seen as less competent in masculine spheres (including professional environments)\textsuperscript{126} and also as lacking in “performance capacity”: the ability to master events and successfully accomplish goals.\textsuperscript{127}

Here is what Prove-It-Again bias looks like on the ground:

**Sponsorship and information advantages:** The single strongest determinant of who is in one’s social network is similarity: people tend to build social networks made up of people who are like them.\textsuperscript{128} That means that if a professional workplace starts out with a dominant group of white men from elite backgrounds, those whom they sponsor (in other words, whose careers they champion) will also tend to be same-class white men, and their bonding activities may be class linked (think: golf). Valuable information such as what plum assignments are coming “down the pike” tend to be shared through social networks, too.\textsuperscript{129}

**Benefit of the doubt—Halo effect:** In-group favoritism also influences who gets the benefit of the doubt.\textsuperscript{130} On the ground, this will often mean that ingroup members get judged on their potential, whereas other professionals are judged not on potential but on performance. This can result in lower rates of hire, worse evaluations, higher rates of layoffs, and delayed promotions for women and professionals of color.\textsuperscript{131} Industrial organizational psychologists

---

\textsuperscript{124} Alice H. Eagly, Christa Nater, David I. Miller, Michèle Kaufmann & Sabine Scesny, *Gender Stereotypes Have Changed: A Cross-Temporal Meta-Analysis of U.S. Public Opinion Polls From 1946 to 2018*, 75 AM. PSYCH. 301, 310–12 (2020); E-mail from Alice Eagly, Professor of Psych. and of Management and Organizations at Northwestern Univ., to Joan C. Williams, Distinguished Professor of L., Univ. of California, Hastings Coll. of the L. (Sept. 16, 2019, 10:50 PM) (on file with authors).


\textsuperscript{126} Ridgeway, supra note 104, at 60–61.

\textsuperscript{127} Id.


\textsuperscript{129} Brewer, supra note 110, at 65.


\textsuperscript{131} Bertrand & Mullainathan, supra note 105, at 998; Hannah Riley Bowles & Michele Gelfand, *Status and the Evaluation of Workplace Deviance*, 21 PSYCH. SCI. 49, 52 (2010); Monica Biernat, Kathleen Fuegen &
have documented the halo effect (the erroneous perception that someone who is great at one thing is great at everything) and the horns effect (the erroneous perception that someone who has had one failure will be a failure more globally). Halo-horns tends to be driven by stereotypes such that groups stereotyped as high in competence tend to get halos, whereas groups stereotyped as low in competence tend to get horns.

He’s skilled, she’s lucky—It could happen to anyone, she “doesn’t have it”: Attribution bias plays a role in how people code successes and mistakes. If a woman has a success, people tend to attribute the success to unstable, outside causes. If a man has a success, people tend to attribute the success to stable, internal causes. Obviously, if women’s successes are written off as luck, they have to have more of them in order to be successful. Attribution bias also affects people of color. Perceptions of mistakes are also driven by stereotypes of who is competent, but in the opposite direction: a woman’s or a person of color’s mistakes tend to be noticed more, remembered longer, and lead to global judgments. Another name for this is confirmation bias, which is captured by the aphorism “we see what we expect to see.” If white women and people of color find that colleagues tend to notice and remember their mistakes, but discount their successes, obviously these groups will have to provide more evidence of competence in order to be seen by colleagues as equally competent. One study of law firm partners found that more mistakes were found in a memo supposedly written by an African-American associate than in an identical memo written by a white associate.


133. Seymour Rosenberg, Carnot Nelson & P.S. Vivekananthan, A Multidimensional Approach to the Structure of Personality Impressions, 9 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCH. 283, 284 (1968) (discussing personality judgements); see also Michelle C. Bligh, Jeffrey C. Kohles, Craig L. Pearce, Joseph E. Justin & John F. Stovall, When the Romance Is Over: Follower Perspectives of Aversive Leadership, 56 APPLIED PSYCH. 528, 536 (2007) (explaining horn effect is generally “applied to situations in which an overall negative appraisal is made based on one salient failure or negative characteristic”).


135. For a comprehensive introduction to attribution bias, see generally Krieger, supra note 3.

136. Swim & Sanna, supra note 130, at 508.

137. Id.


139. Madeline E. Heilman, Sex Stereotypes and Their Effects in the Workplace: What We Know and What We Don’t Know, 10 J. SOC. BEHAV. & PERSONALITY 3, 6 (1995).


Casuistry: People tend to value qualities when men or white people have them. For example, in an experiment for a job that required both education and experience, when the man had more education, subjects tended to choose to hire the man and said it was because he had more education; when the man had more experience, subjects again tended to choose the man and now said it was because he had more experience. Another study found that this “casuistry” pattern is also triggered by race when qualifications are ambiguous (as they often are), for example, when an applicant was moderately qualified for the job, rather than being a strong “yes” or “no.”

Polarized evaluations: Out-groups typically receive lower evaluations than similarly situated members of the in-group unless they are superstars, in which case they tend to receive exceptionally good evaluations (who knew a woman could do it?). Obviously, if only the superstars survive and thrive, fewer members of that group will do so.

Leniency bias: Objective rules are applied rigorously to out-groups, but leniently to in-groups. The important implication, often overlooked, is that objective rules are no guarantee of objectivity. This is an important point, which the intense focus of class action lawyers on eliminating subjectivity has sometimes led them to overlook. In professional contexts, women and people of color often find they have to follow rules to the letter, but that majority men often get a pass.

Stereotype content: Women are stereotyped as warmer but less competent than men, and as more emotional than men. Black people are stereotyped as less competent than white people. This has measurable consequences that have been demonstrated over and over again in lab and audit studies. One study found white applicants more than twice as likely to be considered for a job than identical Black applicants. Another often-cited identical resume study shows


143. Norton et al., supra note 142, at 821.

144. Hodson et al., supra note 142, at 460.


146. Brewer, supra note 110, at 65.

147. Based on observations and conversations that Joan C. Williams has had with class action attorneys over the course of Williams’ career.

148. Williams & Dempsey, supra note 82, at 34 (explaining how the in-group gets more lenient treatment).


151. Biernat & Kobrynowicz, supra note 104, at 554.

that “Jamal” needed to have eight more years of experience to get called back at the same rate as “Greg.”153 Latinx individuals are also stereotyped as less competent than white people.154 People of Asian descent are seen as cold but competent, but the stereotype that they are cold is stronger than the stereotype that they are competent.155 Moreover, their competence is viewed as limited to technical work, not leadership potential.156 Despite this positive competence stereotype, however, white lawyers were still rated as better litigators than identical Asian-American lawyers in an experiment examining implicit and explicit stereotypes.157

**WES data:** All these patterns contribute to professional workplaces in which women and people of color often need to provide more evidence of competence than majority men to be seen as equally competent. These experimental findings, which have been replicated decade after decade, prove that Prove-It-Again bias exists *in the world*, while WES data show that it exists *in the workplace*. For example, in our sample of U.S. engineers, roughly one-third of white men said they have to prove themselves repeatedly to get the same level of respect and recognition as their colleagues, but nearly two-thirds of women and over two-thirds of engineers of color did.158

---

154. Weyant, supra note 119, at 360.
158. WILLIAMS ET AL., CLIMATE CONTROL, supra note 100, at 117.
Qualitative data provide color and detail:

“Being from an international background, not white bread American raised, we have to work harder.” — a Latinx man engineer.159

“My colleagues range from the males who don’t think women should be engineers to those that think women should perform at a higher standard.”—a white woman engineer.160

“I find I have to work 4 times as hard to get a fraction of the respect given to others who just sit at the table . . . . This is no glass ceiling. It is a considerably reinforced concrete ceiling.”—a woman architect.161

Another expression of Prove-It-Again bias concerns how one’s ideas are received. In professional workplaces, having ideas accepted by the group is often a key to success.162 Both women and people of color report on the WES that other people often get credit for ideas they originally offered at much higher rates than white men do. In our study of lawyers, white men reported the “stolen idea” at a level twenty-two percentage points lower than women of color, twenty percentage points lower than white women, and six percentage points lower than men of color.163

159. Id. at 6.
160. Id. at 23.
161. WILLIAMS & KORN, supra note 100.
163. WILLIAMS ET AL., YOU CAN’T CHANGE WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE, supra note 100, at 17–18.
“[Y]ou say something in a meeting, you throw an idea out on the table, nobody picks up on it. Then, a little while [later] one of your male colleagues throws the exact same idea on the table and everybody goes, ‘Oh, that’s a fantastic idea.’” —a Latinx woman statistician.164

A dramatic instance of lack of fit occurs when professionals are assumed to hold lower-level jobs. White male professionals are rarely mistaken for administrative or custodial staff—it is assumed that they are professionals. In our study of lawyers, white men reported being mistaken for admins, court, or custodial staff at a level fifty-one percentage points lower than women of color, forty-four percentage points lower than white women, and twenty-three percentage points lower than men of color.165
Qualitative data again add color and detail.

“Old white men *know* what a successful lawyer looks like: an old white man. When they see a woman, or a person of color, they *know* that’s not a successful lawyer.” — a male lawyer.166

“I have learned that I never have the benefit of the doubt . . . and must make for myself opportunities which are given to others. I would not trade working as an engineer for anything and am incredibly motivated to continue in the hopes that things are easier for the women following after me.” — a Latinx woman engineer.167

“I do not get the benefit of the doubt as my male colleagues do. I often have to list my credentials when meeting new colleagues or upper management.” — a woman engineer of Asian descent.168

**How gender bias differs by race:**169 White women were less likely than women of color to report Prove-It-Again bias. Thus, women of color may have to prove themselves more than white women do (who in turn have to prove themselves more than white men do). One-way ANOVA testing determined there was a statistically significant difference between groups, and a post-hoc testing determined...

166. *Id.* at 14.
167. Williams, Climate Control, supra note 100, at 20.
168. *Id.* at 24.
169. To examine how gender bias differs by race, we standardized the data from women across studies and used one-way ANOVA testing to test for differences between racial groups. When appropriate, we used post-hoc Tukey HSD testing to examine the group differences in detail. The graphs in this Part represent levels of bias relative to other groups of women.
170. An ANOVA is a statistical test used to determine whether there are statistically significant differences between groups.
Tukey HSD test\textsuperscript{171} determined that the disparity between white women and Black women was significant.\textsuperscript{172}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Prove-it-again}
\end{figure}

\textquotedblleft You don’t know if you’re working twice as hard because you’re a woman or if you’re working twice as hard because you’re African-American.\textquotedblright	extsuperscript{ }—an African-American woman mathematician.\textsuperscript{173}

In our study of women science professors, we found that Black women are more likely to attribute their Prove-It-Again problems to race, whereas all other groups of women were more likely to attribute them to sex.\textsuperscript{174} This has implications for lawyers interviewing Black women plaintiffs.

**Prove-It-Again data has concrete workplace effects:**\textsuperscript{175} In our study of engineers in India, regression analyses revealed a link between Prove-It-Again bias and important workplace processes and outcomes.\textsuperscript{176} Higher levels of Prove-It-Again bias were associated with decreases in career satisfaction and enjoyment at work and higher levels of individuals reporting that they are considering looking for a new job somewhere else.\textsuperscript{177} Similarly, Prove-It-Again bias was linked to lower levels of belonging at work and lower perceptions of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{171} Tukey’s HSD Test is a statistical test that uses pairwise comparisons to determine whether there are statistically significant differences between groups.
\item \textsuperscript{172} Data on file with authors. See id. (describing analyses).
\item \textsuperscript{173} WILLIAMS ET AL., DOUBLE JEOPARDY?, supra note 100, at 15.
\item \textsuperscript{174} Id. at 6.
\item \textsuperscript{175} These regression analyses were conducted on data collected from engineers in India, and we have not had the opportunity to run the same tests on data from the United States. However, we expect that the patterns of bias will have similar negative effects on workplace processes and outcomes in the United States.
\item \textsuperscript{176} WILLIAMS ET AL., supra note 99, at 16.
\item \textsuperscript{177} Id.
\end{itemize}
fairness of performance evaluations, sponsorship, networking opportunities, and compensation processes at their organizations. 178

B. tightrope bias

Majority men not only have to prove themselves less than other groups, their office politics are simpler. 179 Experimental studies show that behaviors that signal competence, mastery, and leadership to North Americans are accepted more from men than women. 180 Anger also is accepted less readily from women and people of color, which makes it harder for those groups to “draw a line in the sand” when that’s necessary to establish authority or get work done well. 181

Tightrope bias again stems from two mechanisms. One is that lower-status groups are expected to be deferential, not dominant. Part of being politically savvy entails “knowing your place,” or gracefully accepting your own lack of status and influence. 182 Group members who don’t “know their place” risk being seen as unreasonable. 183 In addition, higher-status groups are expected to be “assertive, independent, and agentic”—all highly valued in professional workplaces—more so than lower-status groups. 184

Tightrope bias also stems from prescriptive stereotypes: expectations about how people should behave. 185 Prescriptive gender stereotypes are well documented, and Alice Eagly’s recent study found that prescriptive stereotypes

178. Id.
179. EAGLY & CARLI, supra note 107.
184. RIDGEWAY, supra note 104, at 66.
185. See Burgess & Borgida, supra note 142, at 665–66. See generally Deborah A. Prentice & Erica Carranza, What Women and Men Should Be, Shouldn’t Be, Are Allowed to Be, and Don’t Have to Be: The Contents of Prescriptive Gender Stereotypes, 26 PSYCH. WOMEN Q. 269, 279–80 (2002); Laurie A. Rudman, Corinne A. Moss-Racusin, Julie E. Phelan & Sanne Nauts, Status Incongruity and Backlash Effects: Defending the Gender Hierarchy Motivates Prejudice Against Female Leaders, 48 J. EXPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCH. 165, 166 (2012).
of women have actually strengthened in recent decades. The good woman is seen as nice and “communal”: helpful, modest, interpersonally sensitive—a good team player. The good man is seen as competent and “agentic”: direct, assertive, ambitious, competitive—a leader. Of course, as Eagly’s other work has documented extensively, the behavior expected of men maps tightly onto the behavior expected of leaders, whereas the behavior expected of women does not. Many studies, notably by Laurie Rudman and Victoria Brescoll, document the “backlash” or “penalties for gender deviance” faced by women who fail to conform to prescriptive stereotypes. When women act in ways that are consistent with their professional roles, they may encounter pushback. “So, if you’re stern . . . or you say no, your immediate reaction is to call that woman a bitch, right? If you’re a man, it’s just a no,” said a focus group participant.

Until quite recently, prescriptive bias had only been studied in the context of gender. It is beginning to be documented in the context of race, too. One study found that assertive behavior by African-American men triggers hostility in predominantly white workplaces. Another study found that white
Americans not only expect individuals of Asian descent to be passive; they also tend to dislike those who display dominant behavior. Other studies show that dominant, self-promotional behavior by women or people of color tends to evoke “resistance and dislike from others, reducing their perceived hire-ability and others’ willingness to comply with them compared to a similar white man.”

At an intuitive level, it is obvious that prescriptive bias is triggered by gender as well as race. Being seen as an “angry Black person” is typically not a great career move in majority white workplaces, whether one is a man or a woman. Thus, people of color as well as women walk a tightrope: their office politics are more complicated because they not only need to be authoritative, but also need to figure out how not to trigger backlash from colleagues who don’t feel comfortable with authoritative behavior from members of their group. White men just need to be authoritative, full stop.

Prescriptive bias is often expressed as dislike for the individual who does not conform to stereotypes about how their group should behave, or the sense that they are unreasonable. This fact has important implications for the “personal animosity” defense.

Here is how prescriptive bias plays out in professional workplaces:

**Competence-likeability tradeoff (aka walking the tightrope):** Women often have to navigate a very tight space between being seen as too masculine, and therefore respected but not liked, and too feminine, and therefore, liked but not respected. But in order to get ahead, professionals typically have to be both liked and respected. Because assertiveness is an essential quality in a
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leader in a professional workplace, women again walk a tightrope: if they are seen as too assertive, they may be disliked, but if they are seen as not assertive enough, they may be seen as lacking leadership ability. The complex office politics facing women is epitomized by Madeline Heilman’s study of women managers in which subjects attributed negative personality characteristics (“bitter” and “selfish”) to women who were described as effective managers (despite a complete lack of information about the women’s personalities being given). Another study found that women who give negative performance feedback tend to be disliked and seen as less competent. Another famous matched-resume case study found that hard-driving Heidi Roizen was judged “selfish” and less hirable than Harold Roizen (whose resume was identical).

Pressure to display traditionally feminine behavior: Susan Fiske and Peter Glick’s work on ambivalent sexism explains that sexism entails both hostile disapproval of women who don’t play traditional roles, and benevolent approval of women who do. Thus women professionals often face expectations that they will be the peacemaker, the dutiful daughter who aligns with a powerful man but never contests his authority, or the ever-supportive office mom who takes care of everyone else.

Backlash against assertive “agentic” behavior: Men are expected to be assertive; that is part of the masculine stereotype. Women are expected to be communal team-players; they are not expected to act in an agentic, assertive manner. In fact, an “agentic penalty” has been documented when women act in a way that is deemed dominant, competitive, assertive, or angry, due to the prescriptive stereotype that women should be communal and warm. Women who do behave in agentic ways tend to be disliked, faulted for personality
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problems, and get feedback that they come off as “aggressive,” “bulldogs,” having “sharp elbows,” “shrill,” or “bitchy.”  

This backlash can play out for both women and people of color in performance evaluations. One unpublished study of performance evaluations by the Center for WorkLife Law found that 91% of people of color and 82% of white women received comments on their performance evaluations about their personalities, while only 77% of white men did. An informal study of tech companies found that 66% of women had received criticism about their personalities on their performance evaluations compared to only 1% of men.  

The gender literature glosses over the fact that while dominance is accepted from white men, the same is not true of Black men, who are often penalized for expressing dominance. The most vivid study showed that Black men CEOs tend to be baby-faced, whereas white CEOs tend to have more mature faces, and concluded that this “teddy bear effect” serves to provide racial reassurance to white people that the leadership behavior of the Black CEOs was, indeed, appropriate and not too threatening. Black men have to take steps that women and white men do not in order to get ahead in the workplace, whether by using disarming mechanisms, racial comfort strategies, or simply having the “right” appearance. Social dominance theory helps explain why Black men can become particular targets of bias, because their status as men threatens the social dominance of white men. This also helps explain why Black women do not present the same threat. Research on Black women indicates that agentic behavior may not carry the same penalty as it does for Black men or white women.  

Because women of Asian descent are expected to be more passive than other women, they may face an even greater penalty for agentic behavior. People of Asian descent are stereotyped as communal team players, which means they can face pushback if they speak without softening their language, seek a leadership role, or advocate for a raise. Other research reports that
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white women who display authority are most likely to be seen as having personality problems, while women of Asian descent are seen as the worst fit for leadership. Qualitative data suggest that women of color who violate prescriptive gender norms risk triggering highly negative racial stereotypes. For example, one Asian-American woman reported that sometimes, if she did not conform to the modest/self-effacing/nice good woman stereotype, then she was treated as sly and untrustworthy—“all those Asian things.” Notice how a transgression of gender mandates triggered ugly nineteenth-century stereotypes of people of Asian descent.

Similarly, a Latinx woman scientist reported that she was treated as angry when she wasn’t angry—she just wasn’t deferential. For her, violating prescriptive gender stereotypes again triggered a racial stereotype—the “hot-blooded Latin.”

Leadership and management roles: “[M]en are more readily accepted by others in leadership roles.” Resistance to women as leaders has been extensively documented and is largest in masculine-typed contexts (which includes most professional/managerial jobs). This includes management roles because management is seen in the United States as a masculine task. The male leadership advantage is so strong that even low-dominance men are more likely to be chosen as leaders than high-dominance women. Men also are more likely to be seen as effective leaders in male-dominated and military contexts. Male leaders also are more likely to be positively evaluated than female leaders, particularly in male-typed roles. On the other hand, when women give negative feedback, they tend to be disliked and seen as less competent.
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Interruptions and other conversational norms: Professional workplaces often require assertiveness in meetings, which again disadvantages women and people of color. In meetings, (white) men tend to interrupt more, are more likely to gain the floor when they do interrupt, spend more time speaking, make more task suggestions, use less tentative speech, use more assertive gestures, and exercise more influence. When women use assertive speech in mixed-groups, they are less, not more, influential than when they use tentative forms of speech, and they are also seen as less likable and less trustworthy. Women and professionals of color have to figure out a way to get their ideas on the table without being seen as inappropriately pushy. Of course, professionals who are constantly interrupted risk having their authority undermined, and will likely have a more difficult time getting their ideas accepted by the group. Matters are even more difficult for women experts trying to get their point across; women are actually less influential when they possess expertise, while male experts are more influential.

Anger: Showing anger tends to increase the status of a man, but decrease the status of a woman, in part because women’s anger is often coded as her “getting emotional.” Racial stereotypes also play a role. Black people may have to put extra effort in to avoid being seen as the “angry black person.” Black men in particular are stereotyped as violent and quick to anger. The workplace implications of this stereotype are clear: when Black men display behavior that is merely assertive, they may trigger the “violent” stereotype and be dinged as “intimidating.” For example, the New York Times recently reported on discrimination faced by a Black bank customer and his Black financial advisor, who were told they might “intimidate” other bank employees (although their behavior was not intimidating).

Self-promotion: Women often face pushback for self-promotion at work, even though self-promotion can be a good strategy to get your accomplishments noticed. Self-promotion violates the stereotype that women should be modest
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and helpful rather than competitive. In one experiment, women (but not men) who engaged in self-promoting behavior in a mock interview were disliked (although self-promoting men and women both were seen as more competent than those who did not self-promote). People of Asian descent may encounter a backlash if self-promotion is seen as dominant behavior from someone who is expected to be passive and deferential.

Who does the office housework—and who gets the glamour work?: Women also are under pressure to perform organizational citizenship behaviors, such as helping behaviors around the workplace that make you a good team player, but do not really count when it comes time for advancement. Women tend to do more of that work, and they tend to get less credit when they do it. We refer to this as doing the office housework. There are really several quite different kinds of office housework: (1) literal housework (planning parties, ordering food, cleaning up the cups), (2) administrative work (sending the follow-up email, finding a time to meet, taking notes), (3) emotional work (being the peacemaker, doing the mentoring, comforting people), and (4) doing undervalued work that is important but does not lead to promotion.

In the law firm context, the undervalued work for litigators is doing the task list and managing the paralegals, whereas the glamour work is talking with clients and arguing in court. In architecture, the glamour work is design work; project management is the undervalued work. Often, newly minted professionals of both sexes do large loads of less valued work, but then men are often naturally transitioned out of it, while women get stuck.

WES data: WES data document Tightrope bias on the ground in professional jobs. Our study of engineers found that over two-thirds of white
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men reported they seldom received pushback when they behaved assertively, whereas only about half of women and people of color agreed.251

Qualitative data illustrate the tightrope women walk.

“If [women] play a traditional female role, which is more consensus building and more gentle in terms of team dynamics and looking out for the team, they are considered just too wimpy to have what it takes to succeed in this aggressive culture. On the other hand, when they jump in and they play that kind of investment-banking aggressive, they are labeled as a bitch immediately.” — a white woman investment banker.252

“There are different rules women have to follow. You have to smile more. Your behavior is judged on a different standard. You have to be nice as opposed to assertive and bitchy.” — a white woman professor.253

“I have experienced the most push back from being an assertive and authoritative woman (and minority woman); so there is resentment of my perceived ‘masculinity’ such that people accuse me of wanting to be feared, when men [are] deemed to simply be ‘demanding’ or as having ‘high standards.’” — a Black woman lawyer who worked in-house.254

WES data also showed wide divergence between the experience of white men and those of other groups with respect to interruptions. White men engineers report being interrupted at meetings at a level nearly thirty percentage points lower than women and people of color.255
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“White men don’t realize how much ‘space’ belongs to them or that they unconsciously feel that they own space. They frequently interrupt others, but if a woman on a conference call states her thoughts, she’s immediately criticized as interrupting.” —a woman of Asian descent who worked at a law firm.256

WES data also dramatize a disparity in who is allowed to express anger. Our data on lawyers showed that white men are much more likely to report being free to express anger than women and people of color.257
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“I raised my voice during a meeting, and I was reprimanded for getting emotional. But two male leaders . . . get into a yelling match in the same meeting and it’s no big deal.” —a Latinx woman engineer.258

Men could get angry, she said, but women could not. She attributed the problem to gender, not race, but the anger problem may be exacerbated for Latinx women because it triggers the “fiery Latin” stereotype.259 Similarly for Black women, the anger problem may be exacerbated because it triggers the “angry Black person” stereotype.260

“When conflicts arise, I am always put in the defensive position because the assumption is that I was the initial aggressor. My defensive behavior gets more of the negative spotlight than the actions . . . of those I’m defending myself against.” —a Black woman architect.261

“In the past year, I’ve been called ‘overconfident’ and ‘not deferential enough’ by co-counsel, another Asian American woman. It was extremely frustrating as I was finally starting to feel confident and assertive and direct, acting as any normal white male attorney in a law firm would. I was subsequently removed from that case.” —a woman lawyer of Asian descent.262

“Asians are supposed to be very passive. And when you add women to that, they really don’t expect Asian women to stand up for themselves, or they expect the dragon lady, the extreme opposite. You can’t just be a normal person.
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There’s no expectation for you to be normal.” —a woman geophysicist of Asian descent.263

“I have heard that I am considered argumentative or aggressive, even though I don’t do anything different than my male counterparts.” —a Latinx woman engineer.264

More recent interviews in tech revealed that Latinx women in tech are often belittled as “feisty” or “sassyp”265—two interesting words that denote unexpectedly assertive behavior from someone who is expected to behave deferentially.266 In addition, Latinx people may be seen as angry even when they aren’t:

“I basically chewed him out at work and, unfortunately, I lost all [the] respect of my colleagues. After that, I’ve been very, very careful about that.” —a Latinx woman lawyer.267

WES data also show women of all races were less likely to feel that they were rewarded for self-promise than white men.268
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Women of all races report doing larger loads of office housework than white men.269

Whereas the office housework affected chiefly women (of all races), both women and men of color report less access to desirable assignments. In our study of lawyers, there was a nearly thirty percentage point gap in the experiences of white men and women of color when it came to opportunities for the glamour work.270
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“Despite superior educational credentials and being a lateral transfer from a far more prestigious firm, I was given an appropriate title but slotted into the subservient, support role (i.e., expected to take notes, get coffee, hang men’s jackets, etc.).” — a white woman who worked at a law firm.271

“We [racial minorities] are perceived as the help, not the leaders, when often we are more capable of leading the job . . . Constant country club behavior. Brotherhood/male fraternity type behaviors allow men to be more involved or allowed first dibs on projects . . . .” — a multiracial woman architect.272

“The stupid little sexism things: asking me to sew something when I’m the only woman in a leadership team; asking why my office isn’t decorated for the holidays ‘like the front office girls’ . . . .” — a Latinx woman engineer.273

Stereotypes about Latinx people being good at maintenance or domestic work puts pressure on Latinx employees to be exceptionally hard workers and do the jobs that “no one else wants,” which may mean more office housework and less glamour work opportunities in office settings.274 Women of color also report less access to the glamour work than white women.275
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The bottom line of Tightrope bias is rarely noted. In some workplaces, women and people of color have been invited in, but expected to play a very different role than white men do: to be worker bees that work hard, keep their heads down, and avoid confrontation, leaving the glamour work and leadership roles to white men. White men report being expected to be worker bees at a level fourteen to twenty percentage points lower than women and people of color.276
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White men also reported being seen as leaders at a level significantly higher than their colleagues.\textsuperscript{277}
“As an Asian-American man, I often felt firm leadership would overlook my leadership contributions and capabilities.”—an Asian-American male architect.278

**How gender bias differs by race:** Women of color report higher levels of Tightrope bias than white women.279

![Graph showing levels of bias by race](image)

In one of our studies, women of Asian descent reported the highest level of pressures to behave in feminine ways, and the highest level of pushback if they did not.281 Some research suggests that Black women are expected to be agentic—they do not face the same pushback for advocating for their own careers that white women do.282 Some WES qualitative evidence supports this.

“I’ve never really dealt with being thought of as a bitch, but I have—I kind of aspire to that a little bit because I see, at this university at least, that—actually it’s a very effective perception to have.”—a Black woman science professor.283

However, in WES data, Black women report higher levels of some forms of Tightrope bias, notably that they are less able to express anger at work than white women.284
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“You have to avoid the stereotype of the ‘angry Black female,’ which diminishes your opinion and the weight of your argument.” — a Black woman statistician.

Interview evidence of science professors suggests that Latinx women may be more likely than other groups to get stuck with the office housework.

“I think there are times when I am asked to be kind of the mother of the group. I’m the one who has to make sure that everybody fills out their paperwork, and I’m the one who takes care of things, sets up the meetings and things like that. I mean, I play many roles that could be done by a competent administrative assistant . . . . It’s assumed that I’ll take care of it because nobody else will.” — a Latinx woman science professor.

“I mean, these kind of administrative duties eat into my time.” — a Latinx woman science professor.

**Tightrope data has concrete workplace effects:** In our study of engineers in India, Tightrope bias had the strongest and most far-reaching effects of all five patterns of bias. Higher levels of Tightrope bias were associated with lower levels of career satisfaction and enjoyment, feeling that others are less invested in your career, less willingness to recommend one’s organization to others as a good place to work, less happiness about one’s career continuing as it has been, greater intentions to leave, greater feelings of exclusion, and lower
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feelings of belonging. Tightrope bias was also linked to negative fairness perceptions in a number of workplace processes, including performance evaluations, assignments, sponsorship, networking, and compensation.

C. Maternal Wall Bias

The third major pattern of bias contains both a descriptive component—that mothers will conform to the ideal of a mother who puts her children first—and a prescriptive component—that mothers should.

Negative competence and commitment assumptions: Motherhood triggers very strong negative competence and commitment assumptions for women. Maternal Wall bias has a descriptive element: that mothers are not a good fit for the professional world. In one study, subjects were given two identical resumes with one difference: one but not the other listed membership in the PTA. They found that the mother was 79% less likely to be hired, half as likely to be promoted, offered an average of $11,000 less in starting salary, and held to higher performance and punctuality standards. Many women report that, when they return from maternity leave, they need to prove themselves all over again. Fiske and Glick document that housewives are stereotyped as low in competence, in comparison to businesswomen. Housewives are stereotyped as more but similar in competence to the elderly and disabled individuals. More work from Cuddy, Fiske, and Glick finds that the stereotype about working mothers is similar to housewives.
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**Prescriptive bias:** Prescriptive stereotypes are that the good mother is “always available to her children.” Consequently, mothers who are indisputably competent and committed face backlash at work as well. Known as “hostile prescriptive stereotyping,” they tend to be seen as less likable and are held to higher performance standards because they are seen as bad mothers and therefore bad people. Stereotypes of mothers can be benevolent as well as hostile. Benevolent prescriptive stereotypes mean that colleagues often withhold work opportunities from others because “with the two young kids, it’s not a good time for her.”

**Attribution bias** means that women have to prove themselves all over again after they have children. Thus, if a mother is late from work, the assumption will be that it is due to her children, not a traffic jam. If a mother is out of the office for a business meeting, people may well assume that she is out of the office for child-related matters.

**Bias against fathers:** Having children is a good career move for fathers—unless they take care of them. Fathers are held to lower performance and punctuality standards, offered higher salaries, and are more likely to be hired and promoted than identical men without children. This reflects the assumption that fathers are breadwinners, with family responsibilities, who will work harder because they have families to support. However, fathers who take parental leave or request a flexible schedule risk serious penalty. A matched resume study found a robust flexibility stigma: fathers who take parental leave were less likely to be promoted, receive the high-profile assignments, and get recommended for raises, and they were more likely to be demoted or encouraged to look for a new job elsewhere. Research by Joseph Vandello and colleagues documents the flexibility stigma for men who request flexible schedules: men who did so were penalized with lower ratings, lower raises, and were rated as less masculine than men who maintained full-time schedules after the birth of a child. An important finding is that the flexibility stigma is, at the core, a femininity stigma: fathers who engage in family caregiving are penalized because they are seen as too feminine. This means that bias against fathers can be litigated as sex discrimination. Under *Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins*, it is
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sex discrimination for an employer to penalize a female worker for being too masculine or, presumably, a male worker for being “too feminine.”

**WES data:** WES data confirm that Maternal Wall bias is alive and well in today’s professional workplaces. White men were much less likely to report that their colleagues’ perceptions of their work competence and commitment changed after they had children. The gap between white men and women in our study of engineers was large: twenty-three percentage points.

The sudden change in perceptions of work commitment and competence was clear in the qualitative data as well:

“You can either be perceived as the nurturer or extremely competent, but it’s pretty hard to be perceived as both.” — a woman chemist of Asian descent.

“Needing to set more boundaries around my time and availability [after having a baby] seemed to negatively impact my position and the perception of my abilities, despite the years I had already put in ‘proving’ myself.” — a white woman architect.

“After having children . . . the principals in my office . . . automatically assumed that my career wasn’t as important (relative to my male counterparts, with or without children).” — a woman engineer of Asian descent.
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“This new manager told me directly that I would not ‘want’ a promotion because it requires more responsibility, and I am a mom so I wouldn’t want to travel.” —a white woman engineer.\textsuperscript{316}

White men also report lower levels of pushback when it comes to asking for flexible work arrangements and taking family leave. In our studies of lawyers and engineers, there was a gap of approximately fifteen percentage points between white men and others.\textsuperscript{317}

Lawyers, engineers, and architects all reported sharp decreases in the quality of their work environments after they had children.

“Went on reduced work schedule due to having kids—and suddenly could not get staffed on matters. Basically I have been forced to leave.” —a white woman law firm lawyer.\textsuperscript{318}

“I made partner in the shortest time of any female. Things were great. I had my son. I worked part time during leave and came back in 9 weeks. My work was gone. It has taken 2 years and a change in focus to get back to the level I was.” —a white woman law firm lawyer.\textsuperscript{319}

“While my last boss was awesome, fully supportive of me within company politics as well as demands of my personal life (I worked part time ~32 hours/week), I was frequently assigned tasks below my ability level.” —a white woman engineer.\textsuperscript{320}
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“I took leave after having a child and when I returned there was no longer meaningful work for me at the firm.” —a white woman architect.

How gender bias differs by race: White women were more likely than women of color to report that parenthood affected their perceived competence. However, interview evidence suggests that Maternal Wall stereotypes may be heightened for Latinx and Black women, who report facing assumptions that they will have children—lots of children.

“We like to be pregnant. We don’t like to take birth control. We’re mañana oriented. We’re easy.” —a Latinx woman.

“Usually people take over countries with wars, but you Mexicans are doing it by having lots of babies.” —a Latinx woman, reporting on a racist comment.

“I don’t have any data, being a Black woman with children gets complex because the assumption is once you start, you’re never going to stop. You’ll end up being a welfare queen. So I also didn’t want to deal with that.” —a Black woman microbiologist.

“Worker bee” stereotypes of women of Asian descent sometimes means they meet hostile prescriptive stereotyping:

“I get that a lot: ‘Don’t you feel bad leaving your kids at home? Don’t you miss them?’ And I say ‘Sure, I miss them. My husband misses them too, but I have a wonderful relationship with my kids; my children are fabulous.’ And they say, ‘Oh, my wife could never do that, never leave the kids.’” —an Asian American woman lawyer.

Note the message that she’s a bad mother; as noted above, this may lead to dislike and being held to higher performance standards.

Maternal Wall has concrete workplace effects: In our study of engineers in India, higher levels of Maternal Wall bias were associated with feeling excluded in the workplace and feeling like colleagues do not support diversity.
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322. In order to examine how gender bias differs by race, we standardized the data from women across studies and used one-way ANOVA testing to test for differences between racial groups. When appropriate, we used post-hoc Tukey HSD testing to examine the group differences in detail. The graphs in this Part represent levels of bias relative to other groups of women.
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329. These regression analyses were conducted on data collected from engineers in India, and we have not had the opportunity to run the same tests on data from the United States. However, we expect that the patterns of bias will have similar negative effects on workplace processes and outcomes in the United States.

D. TUG OF WAR BIAS

The fourth pattern, Tug of War, occurs when bias against a group fuels conflict within the group. Thus, gender bias can fuel conflict among women, and racial bias can fuel conflict among people of color.

**Threat Mechanisms:** Michelle Duguid, Denise Lewin Loyd, and Pamela Tolbert outline three threat mechanisms that lead to conflict among members of the same group. One is “collective threat,” when an out-group member, such as a Latinx person, thinks that if another Latinx employee performs poorly, it reflects poorly on them. The next is “competitive threat,” where, for example, a woman thinks that if another woman performs well, it will make her look worse by comparison. The last is “favoritism threat,” where, for example, a Black woman is worried that if she supports another Black woman, it will look like favoritism.

**Systems Justification:** As noted above, in-group favoritism means that members of the dominant group may be held to lower standards and find it easier to find sponsors and career-enhancing assignments. Disadvantaged groups benefit less from in-group favoritism due to “systems justification”: people are motivated to see the world as just, even in the face of evidence that their own group is being harmed by inequality. This means that sometimes people in
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disadvantaged groups internalize and perpetuate the system of inequality that disadvantages them. Disadvantaged group members may show out-group favoritism rather than in-group favoritism: better treatment towards members of outgroups than their own groups.

Tokenism: In workplaces dominated by white men, women and people of color may be viewed as “tokens” in ways that pit members of under-represented groups against other members of their group. “Opportunities for women are very zero-sum. If one woman gets a prized position or assignment, that means another woman won’t. And so it breeds a sense of competition,” said one woman. Tokenism also makes it difficult for the “token woman” to advocate for other members of their group.

Strategic Distancing: In environments where they have a fragile hold, women or people of color may distance themselves from other members of their group. Belle Derks, Naomi Ellemers, and colleagues document how, in workplaces where there is gender bias, joining the boy’s club can be a politically savvy move for a woman. This is commonly called the issue of the “Queen Bee,” as if it reflects just another woman with a personality problem. However, the research shows that “Queen Bee” behavior is actually a response to gender bias in the environment.

Racism: White women are, of course, white people. Some white people are openly racist, and white people in general have a lot to learn about racism. It goes without saying that racism shapes workplaces profoundly. Just one example, from a Latinx science professor who reported trouble getting white admins to do for her what they readily did for other professors: “[O]n top of being young and a woman, I am Mexican. And whether it is clear to them conscious or unconscious, here, there is this Mexican woman telling [an administrative staff person] what to do.”

White women also often assume a sisterhood that Black women do not feel: in our study of science professors, 76% of women in general, but only 56% of Black women felt that women in their environments often support each other—a percentage lower than any other group.
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In addition, the experience of gender bias differs by race, which can set women of different races against each other. For example, Black women sometimes find they can behave in dominant ways that are sanctioned in white women. Said one science professor: “I kind of aspire to [being a bitch] . . . a little bit because I see, at this university at least, that actually it’s a very effective perception” to create.

White women sometimes respond to Black women’s assertive behavior by trying to police them into femininity. Here’s an example:

I certainly think that if I was a white man I would not have been given so much feedback about being an empathetic person and how important it would be to try to make people more comfortable with me. I also think that part of what has been interpreted as my hard edges are attributable to me being a black woman.

No doubt there’s a lot more; this rich subject deserves further rigorous study.

Bias Pass-Throughs: Prove-It-Again, Tightrope, and Maternal Wall bias can all be passed through from women to other women. Although it may be less common, bias may also be passed from people of color to other people of color.

Studies show that college women rate the typical woman as less competent than men despite the fact they do not rate themselves that way. Prove-It-Again bias also can be passed through from older women to younger women. For example, older women may apply harsher standards to younger women because they believe a higher standard of competence is necessary for a woman to succeed in their workplace.

Bias pass-through also can create conflict between women professionals and support staff: “Females are harder on their female assistants, more detail oriented, and they have to try harder to prove themselves, so they put that on you,” noted a legal secretary. This dynamic can have far-reaching consequences. In one study, not one legal secretary preferred to work for a woman boss (although about half of admins had no sex preference).
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Tightrope bias can also be passed through from women to other women. For example, women may be critical of other women for dressing in a manner that they deem too feminine, or using a soft-spoken voice. Women also sometimes criticize other women for acting in a way that they deem too masculine, simply assimilating to the way men have traditionally acted in the workplace.

The Maternal Wall can create “mommy wars.” Research shows that women hold mothers to higher standards in the workplace and penalize them when it comes to promotions, compensation, and hiring. This may be due to identity threat, as when older women fault younger women for taking too much family leave or working part time, on the grounds that, “I worked full time my whole career and my kids are fine.” Older women’s fear that younger women are judging them for being bad mothers is sometimes fueled by comments by younger women that they “want to raise [their] own children” (implying that the older women did not). Bias against mothers by women also can reflect collective threat: if a new mother is too family-focused, it might reflect poorly on all the women in the workplace.

There is less research on bias pass-throughs by race. However, one study by Tina Opie and Katherine Phillips found that Black evaluators were more critical than white evaluators of professionals who wore their hair in Afrocentric styles. This highlights the ways that out-groups can be divided against each other because of different ways of presenting their identities and/or different strategies for assimilating to the majority group (or refusing to do so).

Status effects also can divide low-status group members against each other. Lower status people (for example, women and people of color in a majority white-male workplace”) may support high-status people because it is less risky. Similarly, low status people often behave in low status ways in order to gain the approval of their group because they “know their place.” These status mechanisms are utilized by low-status people to assimilate, but could cause conflict between group members.

**WES Data:** WES data confirm that the intra-group conflict documented by lab research on the Tug of War also plays out in everyday workplaces.
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First, the three other patterns of bias may be passed on from woman to woman, holding other women to higher standards because “that’s what it takes to succeed here as a woman.”

“Because she struggled a lot and had to work extra hard and so expects other women to have done as much as she has.” — a woman scientist of Asian descent.

This can be driven by collective threat: ambitious women and people of color may hold each other to higher standards for fear that poor performance by other women will reflect poorly on them.

Tightrope bias also creates conflicts among women. Often (although not always), these are “gen(d)erational” conflicts, as older women who played by boys’ club rules come into conflict with younger women who refuse to do so.

“I’m on kind of a backlash mission almost. I wear dresses, I bake cookies for my group meetings, I bring my child to class with me. I’ve just stuck it out there and said I’m a woman, I’m someone’s mother. And you get the whole package. It is kind of a conscious choice on my part that I’m not going to compete as a boy because I’m not a boy.” — a white woman professor.

Note the message: the older women are doing gender wrong. The judging goes both ways. Here are the voices of women who joined—“just turned into men” (to quote some of the younger women). These quotes also illustrate “collective threat” (the fear that other women’s behavior will reflect poorly on you).

“Respect in engineering is earned, not just given. Too many younger women are under the impression that they should be highly respected just because they showed up to the office. Younger women have a distorted sense of what gender harassment is and often do not handle themselves appropriately in challenging situations. . . . The nonstop whining and groundless harassment complaints from younger women in my field are making it much harder for other young women to get hired and much harder for old ladies like me to get jobs. Employers are tending to paint us all with the same brush.” — a Black woman who had held an engineering role for thirty years.

“Women do seem to need to prove themselves more, but don’t make excuses and you will be respected.” — a white woman engineer.
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“There are different types of female engineers, those who want to be seen as women and those who want to be seen as equal.” —a white woman engineer.379

Women also spoke about Maternal Wall bias being passed through from other women:

“I really hoped that [my boss] would mentor me into her role, but even the men in the firm referred to her as the most sexist Principal in the office. She always promoted the men in her group over the women and told the (extremely talented) women in the group that they should stay home with their babies and take care of their husbands. ( . . . even though she too was married with kids).” —a White woman architect.380

Other quotes illustrate the way tokenism pits women against each other.

“[O]pportunities for women are very zero-sum. If one woman gets a prized position . . . another woman won’t. And so, it breeds a sense of competition.” —an attorney.381

“I have been in an organization where there was room for one woman, but one woman decided that she was it and would simply sabotage her colleagues, which unfortunately included me.” —a Black woman scientist.382

“Each department wants to have a female faculty,” so a department with two women will find them consistently pitted against each other: “one female will be the one to stay, the other one will not.” —a woman biophysicist of Asian descent.383

Still other quotes illustrate strategic distancing, where ambitious women distance themselves from other members of their group, and align with the boys’ club or the white majority, if that’s what it takes to succeed.384 Thus, famously, Marissa Mayer (later CEO of Yahoo at a time when there were virtually no women as Silicon Valley CEOs) commented while she was still working at Google, “I am not a girl at Google, I’m a geek at Google,” deftly distancing herself from the out-group—girls—and aligning herself with the in-group—geeks.385 In some cases, women strategically refuse to align with other women in order to preserve their political capital.

“I know she didn’t like the things that were going on but she accepted them and refused to stand up in any way or even admit, publicly, that there was a problem.” —a woman faculty member who left her institution.386

The quantitative data show this might also impact women’s experience with administrative support. White men report less difficulty getting support
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from administrative personnel. This pattern was particularly evident with lawyers, where there was a seventeen-percentage point disparity between the experiences of white men and women.  

![Graph showing difficulty getting admin support](image)

**How gender bias differs by race:** While 76% of women professors reported that other women at work generally supported them, only 56% of Black professors agreed. While all groups of women reported more difficulty than men in getting administrative support, Latinx women and women of Asian descent reported more difficulty than other groups of women. Qualitative data suggest that, for Latinx women, there may be a racial component. As previously mentioned, said one Latinx woman science professor, describing how much resistance she got from admins to do work for her, “conscious or unconscious . . . [t]here is this Mexican woman telling them what to do.”
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Tug of War data has concrete workplace effects: In our study of engineers in India, higher levels of Tug of War bias were associated with feeling excluded in the workplace and feeling like colleagues do not support diversity, in addition to lower feelings of belonging, lower perceptions of compensation fairness, and higher reports of considering looking for a new position somewhere else.

E. Racial Stereotypes

People of color face additional forms of bias in the workplace based on racial and ethnic stereotypes. The implication is that men of color (like white women) face four patterns of bias, while women of color face five patterns.

Black women in our research reported being demeaned and disrespected in the workplace, an experience that was not reported by any white women interviewed. Black women also reported a sense of isolation and loneliness in the workplace, in part because “you really don’t have the support you need,” said a Black woman microbiologist. This lack of inclusion was also clear in the 2018 Women in the Workplace Survey: Black and African-American women reported feeling included in their workplaces at the lowest rate of any group.

392. These regression analyses were conducted on data collected from engineers in India, and we have not had the opportunity to run the same tests on data from the United States. However, we expect that the patterns of bias will have similar negative effects on workplace processes and outcomes in the United States.
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The disrespect, isolation, and lack of inclusion that Black women face in the workplace lead to a completely different kind of work environment than white individuals face; Black women reported being mentally checked out at their jobs at a rate 75% higher than white men and 20% higher than white women.397

Because white people have less contact with Black people in the United States, they are more likely to rely on stereotypes when judging Black individuals, both in general and in the workplace.398 Black people face stereotypes about being lazy and violent,399 as in one case in which a supervisor referred to an African-American worker as “lazy,” “worthless,” “just here to get paid.”400 Reporting401 documents that Black professionals may be faulted for being “intimidating” or “threatening”—a carry-over of the association of Black Americans with violence.402

Black women may also face trouble advancing in the workplace because of stereotypes that they are only suited for low-status jobs.403 This stereotype may help explain why hiring discrimination against African Americans has not declined since the 1980s.404 In addition, due to stereotypes that Black women are more dominant, they may be seen as better fit for masculine-typed jobs,405 and less of a fit for feminine-typed jobs, like nurse or administrative assistant, that provide important opportunities for upwardly mobile workers.406

Black women in the workplace have to contend with other stereotypes that have roots in slavery.407 The “Mammy” stereotype refers to a Black woman who does the domestic work, like housekeeping, nannying, and cooking, while being intimidating and playing a caretaker role.408 In the workplace, a woman who triggers the “Mammy” stereotype is seen as being in a support role, and may
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struggle to move into higher-profile work. The “Sapphire” stereotype, based on a character in a 1950s TV show, is a Black woman who is threatening, aggressive, loud, and argumentative. A woman who triggers the “Sapphire” stereotype at work is seen as someone who is manipulative and not someone you can count on. The “Jezebel” stereotype is a Black woman who is seductive and promiscuous. A woman who triggers the “Jezebel” stereotype may be seen as having used her sexuality to get ahead at work, and will not be judged based on her competence or merit; this stereotype also opens the door to sexual harassment. These stereotypes have a measurable impact: research participants who were shown stereotypical images of Black women showed more implicit racial prejudice when viewing a mock interview of a Black woman.

Black women face another set of stereotypes associated with appearance in the workplace: simply wearing their hair in a natural hairstyle is enough to trigger negative competence stereotypes. Black women with natural, Afrocentric hairstyles were rated as less professional than Black women with Eurocentric hairstyles. Further research supports this finding: Black women with natural hairstyles were less likely to receive recommendations for job interviews than white women or Black women with straightened hair.

Fewer studies have focused on the experiences of Latinx individuals in the workplace. Latinx individuals face a pervasive stereotype about laziness. “There seems to be this stereotype that, if you are from Mexico, you are lazy, and you only like to either sleep by a cactus or party,” explained a woman science professor of Mexican heritage. This means that Latinx individuals may have to put in more work than white individuals in order to be viewed as equally hardworking. Latinx men are stereotyped as “hot-blooded” and “prone to emotional outbursts,” while women report being seen as “fiery.”
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“hot blooded” stereotype can open Latinx women up to sexual harassment. 422 Latinx workers also face the stereotype of forever being an immigrant and unable to speak English, which means they may face a harder time being seen as a good fit in the workplace. 423 Finally, Latinx individuals may be stereotyped as prone to violence—one Latinx woman neuroscientist remarked on a comment she got after raising her voice: “Oh, be careful, she’s Puerto Rican, and she may be carrying a knife in her purse.” 424

One particularly pervasive stereotype that people of Asian descent face is the myth of the “Model Minority.” 425 This myth perpetuates the idea that people of Asian descent are uncommonly hardworking, competent, and economically successful. 426 Although this stereotype contains positive content, in practice it can have negative effects. The idea that people of Asian descent are harder working and more competent actually makes it more difficult for them to get ahead in the workplace because they are watched more closely, and potentially punished, for any signs that they are not living up to the myth. 427 At the same time, individuals who differ from the stereotype of the Model Minority may instead face heightened invisibility and isolation in the workplace, because they do not fit the mold for expected behavior. 428 Another important negative consequence of the Model Minority myth is that it has been used against Black and Latinx people in an attempt to discredit their experiences by pointing to a successful non-white group. 429

People of Asian descent also face the “forever foreigner” stereotype: the idea that they are not true Americans. 430 One science professor noted that she often got compliments on her English, noting wryly, “I grew up in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania . . . I should speak English surprisingly well.” 431
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assumption she was not an American. Sometimes this is explicit, as when people of Asian descent get asked, “where are you really from?” with the assumption being that they are perpetually outsiders. These experiences can lead to a feeling of isolation and invisibility in the workplace.

As has been noted, people of Asian descent are stereotyped as competent but not warm or sociable. More specifically, these stereotypes include being quiet, nerdy, good at math, and lacking social skills. These stereotypes mean that people of Asian descent are seen as having good technical skills, but not a good fit for leadership positions. A 2015 analysis of five large companies in Silicon Valley found that only 1 in 285 women of Asian descent was an executive, compared to 1 in 87 white men. This is well documented as a “Bamboo Ceiling” that exists for women of Asian descent: they can only advance so far in the workplace, and face challenges when trying to rise to the top positions. Another issue for advancement involves the stereotype of Asian women as being very feminine: they may have a harder time getting masculine-type jobs, and may be forever stuck in lower positions. In our Double Jeopardy Report, women of Asian descent who were in faculty positions were treated like “perennial lab assistants even as postdocs.”

Women of Asian descent face two other stereotypes that impact the way they are perceived in the workplace. The “Lotus Blossom Baby” is a woman who is passive, demure, and sexualized. The “Dragon Lady” is a woman who is assertive and seen as untrustworthy. The former stereotype opens women of Asian descent to sexual harassment; the latter to backlash.
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F. CONCLUSION

If Sturm’s description of bias as subtle and ambiguous was true in 2001, this is no longer true today. The same patterns of bias have been documented repeatedly in the lab—and the studies of Williams and her teams have documented over and over again that they also occur in the workplace. Defense experts and some courts have worried that the decades of lab studies do not reflect what actually happens in today’s workplace. WES data show that people report they do.

III. THE IMPLICIT BIAS CONSENSUS GIVES AN INACCURATE DESCRIPTION OF TITLE VII LAW

Another major element of the implicit bias consensus is that Title VII is ill-suited to address second generation workplace discrimination, a claim that has proved remarkably resilient despite detailed counterevidence dating back twenty years.449 “Most scholars writing about this type of discrimination agree that the law is incapable of responding to all but intentional, conscious, and overt discrimination,” noted a 2003 article,450 a contention oft-repeated.451 That near-consensus began when Sturm concluded that implicit bias’s “complexity resists definition and resolution through across-the-board, relatively specific commands and an after-the-fact enforcement mechanism.”452 The consensus crystallized in the articles in the special issue of the California Law Review organized by Linda Krieger; in the contribution by Samuel R. Bagenstos, he concluded that “[u]nconscious bias, interacting with today’s ‘boundaryless workplace,’ generates inequalities that our current antidiscrimination law is not
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well equipped to solve."453 Katherine Bartlett, a year later, concluded that implicit bias is not readily reachable through “legal coercion.”454

Two basic arguments typically support the claim that Title VII is ill-suited to address twenty-first century discrimination. The first is that Title VII law is designed to address explicit, “first generation” discrimination. The second is that Title VII addresses only intentional discrimination, whereas most discrimination today is not intentional. This Part addresses both these arguments, then shows how five-patterns evidence fits well into long-established patterns of Title VII gender and race litigation—particularly if courts are honest about the implications of five-patterns data for the “same-actor” inference and the “personal animosity” defense.

A. THE FIRST GENERATION DISCRIMINATION/SECOND GENERATION PERIODIZATION IS INACCURATE, AS IS THE CLAIM THAT TITLE VII ADDRESSES ONLY FIRST GENERATION DISCRIMINATION

Sturm describes first generation discrimination as explicit discrimination based on race or sex.455 One problem with this categorization is that an astonishing amount of discrimination today remains explicit discrimination proved through direct evidence, for example, comments in which employers or their representatives state that they are treating someone differently because of their race or sex.456 Sturm acknowledged that explicit discrimination still exists, footnoting the insight to her discussions with plaintiffs’ employment lawyers.457 But her influential thesis—that Title VII addresses only explicit discrimination—is unconvincing. In fact, Title VII from very early in its history responded to the fact that most employers eliminated policies that discriminated explicitly based on sex and race shortly after Title VII went into effect.

After the passage of Title VII in 1964,458 some employers substituted neutral rules that were transparently designed to perpetuate racial discrimination. In response, the Supreme Court held in Griggs v. Duke Power
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that plaintiffs could prove discrimination under Title VII by proving the existence of a disproportionate impact on an individual based on race or sex that was not justified by business necessity.\textsuperscript{459} Already, six years after the passage of Title VII, courts had begun to adapt the statute to address non-explicit race discrimination.

Even disparate treatment cases often involve non-explicit discrimination: in 1973, the Supreme Court explained in \textit{McDonnell Douglas v. Green} how plaintiffs could prove employment discrimination through circumstantial evidence and the bulk of Title VII litigation has always involved circumstantial evidence.\textsuperscript{460} To quote Michael Selmi, “legal doctrines of proof have been adjudicating subtle discrimination without reference to unconscious bias for more than forty years.”\textsuperscript{461}

If there was ever any doubt that Title VII could reach non-explicit discrimination, that doubt was put to rest in the 1989 case of \textit{Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins}. Hopkins involving a woman who was denied partnership in a major accounting firm because she did not conform to the other partners’ stereotypes about how women should behave.\textsuperscript{462} “[I]n forbidding employers to discriminate against individuals because of their sex,” the Court held, “Congress intended to strike at the entire spectrum of disparate treatment of men and women resulting from sex stereotypes . . . As for the legal relevance of sex stereotyping, we are beyond the day when an employer could evaluate employees by assuming or insisting that they matched stereotype associated with their group.”\textsuperscript{463} Stereotypes produce automatic associations that give rise to bias,\textsuperscript{464} which is evidence of discrimination. That fits into Title VII just fine.

\textit{The assertion that Title VII is not useful because it requires “intentional discrimination,” whereas second generation discrimination typically does not involve malicious intent, reflects a misunderstanding: “intentional discrimination” under Title VII is a term of art.}

Krieger and Sturm also argue that Title VII is ill-suited to address unconscious bias because Title VII disparate treatment cases require proof of intentional discrimination. “Discrimination—at least in the race and national origin contexts—is construed as resulting from hostile animus towards and accompanying negative beliefs about an individual because of his or her membership in a particular group,” Krieger asserted.\textsuperscript{465} This mischaracterization of Title VII is oft-repeated, for example by Tristin Green in 2005, who said “intent to discriminate [is] frequently construed as conscious bias or animus.”\textsuperscript{466} Krieger argues that the hostile animus requirement makes Title VII ill-suited to
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its intended purpose because “a broad class of discriminatory employment decisions results not from discriminatory motivation, but from a variety of unconscious and unintentional categorization-related judgment errors.”

Krieger notes that most individual disparate treatment cases turn on whether or not a plaintiff can prove that the employer’s asserted “legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason” for the adverse employment action against the plaintiff was a pretext for discrimination. To prove pretext, Krieger asserts, requires the court, “in essence, finding that the employer has lied to the plaintiff and the court. Within the pretext paradigm, it is simply not possible for an employment decision to be both motivated by the employer’s articulated reasons and tainted by intergroup bias; the trier of fact must decide between the two.” Krieger decries pretext theory’s “rigid dichotomization of [the] ‘real reasons’ and ‘cover-ups’ for discrimination,” contending that pretext requires the plaintiff to prove that the employer’s proffered legitimate business reason is a “sham.”

While it is true that disparate treatment requires intentional discrimination, this does not mean that Title VII typically requires a situation where an employer has a self-conscious intent to discriminate against a protected employee, and has engaged in a cover-up to hide that nefarious intent. “Intent” is a term of art in Title VII law that means that race or gender has been taken into consideration by the decisionmaker, or that “the employee’s protected trait enter[ed] the causal chain.” In the 1977 landmark case of Teamsters v. United States, the Supreme Court noted that, “[p]roof of discriminatory motive is critical, although it can in some situations be inferred from the mere fact of differences in treatment.” In practice today, discrimination typically is proved through differences in treatment, using comparator evidence, stereotyping evidence, or both: “intentional discrimination only requires proof of differential treatment, rather than proof of animus or illicit motive, and thus focuses primarily on questions of causation while devoting comparatively little attention to subjective mental states.” Indeed, as used in discrimination law, “the concept of intent is only tangentially related to animus or illicit motive,” Selmi notes. He continues: “In defining intentional discrimination, the question is not what the particular decisionmaker subjectively intended, but whether the record allows for an inference that an impermissible factor such as race served as the impetus for the
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To quote Stephanie Bornstein, *McDonnell Douglas’s* “proof structure opens the door for a definition of intent that goes well beyond the decisionmaker’s conscious choice to act in a biased manner.”

“If, for example, a supervisor assumes incorrectly that a male employee is better suited for promotion than a female employee, the female employee may prove intentional discrimination even though the supervisor would say he did not intend to disadvantage the female candidate.”

Moreover, in *Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Products, Inc.*, a unanimous Supreme Court “made it clear that only under unusual circumstances will it tolerate grants of summary judgment [for the employer] where the plaintiff presents . . . evidence of a prima facie case and that the defendant’s explanation is pretextual,” noted Ann twenty years ago. This means that Title VII plaintiffs before many (though not all) courts can win by proving that they were treated differently because of sex or race and that the employer has offered no persuasive alternative reason to explain the behavior. Blanket statements that Title VII requires that plaintiffs prove malicious intent, or point to explicit bias, or engage in a cover-up, are best understood as a *cri de coeur* from plaintiff-friendly law professors, but such statements exaggerate the inadequacy of Title VII (which does not perhaps serve plaintiffs’ interests well).

Once we shift from talking about automatic associations to talking about the ways bias means that members of protected groups are treated differently from members of nonprotected groups, evidence of bias fits seamlessly into Title VII comment.

The Supreme Court’s most recent Title VII case further widens the scope of Title VII. *Bostock v. Clayton County* is best known for its landmark holding that Title VII covers discrimination based on LGBTQ+ status. But it also forged important inroads for other Title VII plaintiffs in three different ways. *Bostock* once again made clear that “intent” for Title VII purposes involves
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differential treatment due to sex, not intent in the vernacular sense of self-aware motivation: “conversational conventions do not control Title VII’s legal analysis.”486 The Court explained that the employer in a prior case “may have perceived itself as discriminating based on motherhood, not sex, given that its hiring policies as a whole favored women. But . . . the Court set all this aside as irrelevant.”487 If an employer treats someone differently due (in part, as we will see below) to their sex, it doesn’t matter what the employer’s self-aware motivation was. “[I]t is irrelevant what an employer might call its discriminatory practice,”488 noted the Court. Title VII before Bostock did not require a plaintiff to prove that an employer had conscious bias or animus—but even if it did, Title VII certainly does not require that now.

Bostock also loosened Title VII’s causation requirement in ways that have dramatic implications for Title VII plaintiffs. In the past, Title VII cases have sometimes foundered when courts required plaintiffs to prove that their treatment reflected that their membership in a protected class was the sole reason for their mistreatment.489 The Court rejected this argument explicitly, holding that but-for causation does not require a single cause. “At bottom, the employers’ argument unavoidably comes down to a suggestion that sex must be the sole or primary cause of an adverse employment action for Title VII liability to follow . . . . [T]hat suggestion is at odds with everything we know about the statute.”490 The Court noted that

the adoption of the traditional but-for causation standard means a defendant cannot avoid liability just by citing some other factor that contributed to its challenged employment decision . . . . An employer violates Title VII when it intentionally fires an individual employee based in part on sex. It doesn’t matter if other factors besides the plaintiff’s sex contributed to the decision.491

The implication is that cases that used to be relegated to Title VII’s mixed motive theory—unbeloved of plaintiffs’ employment lawyers because that theory sharply limits damages492—now can be litigated as pretext cases (which allow for damages).493 Thus, cases plaintiffs’ lawyers could not afford to bring before Bostock become more attractive, given that the plaintiffs’ bar typically is paid on a contingency basis (and so needs to bring cases that give rise to damage awards). In addition, as already mentioned and discussed further below,494 this aspect of Bostock may well help intersectional plaintiffs.

Finally, Bostock’s rejection of the common defense argument that someone who harasses both men and women is not harassing “because of sex” also has
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implications for employment law beyond sexual harassment, notably for cases involving sex discrimination against fathers.\textsuperscript{495} The Court’s language suggests a new understanding that someone who discriminates against both men and women may nonetheless be discriminating based on sex, because the employer may be penalizing both men and women for failing to conform to the employer’s preferred templates for masculinity and femininity. This is discrimination based on sex, said the Court: “an employer who fires both Hannah and Bob for failing to fulfill traditional sex stereotypes doubles rather than eliminates Title VII liability.”\textsuperscript{496} This passage should help the lower courts understand that when an employer discriminates against both men and women due to caregiving responsibilities, the employer is discriminating based on sex—something lower courts have had a hard time wrapping their heads around.\textsuperscript{497}

B. ONCE THE FOCUS SHIFTS FROM AUTOMATIC ASSOCIATIONS TO THE FIVE PATTERNS OF WORKPLACE BIAS, TITLE VII DOCTRINE READILY ACCOMMODATES EVIDENCE OF MODERN FORMS OF GENDER BIAS

Title VII readily accommodates evidence of gender bias once the focus shifts from automatic associations to documented patterns of workplace bias. Prove-It-Again bias provides the most obvious example. It requires a comparison across groups, which makes it a natural for the kind of “comparator[] evidence” that a similarly situated member of a non-protected group was treated differently than the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{498} What the five-patterns model adds to Title VII litigation is a rigorous, evidence-based protocol for identifying all the evidence that can add up to protected groups being treated differently because of their race or sex (as set forth in Appendix A). This is an important point that contradicts the common assumption that bias evidence is only relevant as stereotyping evidence under a \textit{Price Waterhouse} theory. Tightrope bias also fits as stereotyping evidence, and has since the Supreme Court decided \textit{Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins} in 1989, but it, too, gives rise to comparisons, as when women or people of color are faulted for anger when white men displaying similar anger are seen as admirably authoritative.\textsuperscript{499} An extremely important and often overlooked aspect of \textit{Price Waterhouse} is that, although Ann Hopkins actually did introduce expert testimony from the prominent social psychologist Susan Fiske, the Court held that expert testimony was not necessary. Said the Court:

\begin{quote}
Indeed, we are tempted to say that Dr. Fiske’s expert testimony was merely icing on Hopkins’ cake. It takes no special training to discern sex stereotyping in a description of an aggressive female employees as requiring “a course at charm school[,]” \cite{n}or . . . does it require expertise in psychology to know that, if an employee’s flawed “interpersonal skills” can be corrected by a soft-
\end{quote}
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hued suit or a new shade of lipstick, perhaps it is the employee’s sex and not her interpersonal skills that has drawn the criticism.\footnote{Id. at 256.}

Given how expensive experts are, this was welcome language for plaintiffs. Law professors’ assumption that the only use of evidence of implicit bias and stereotyping is through expert witness testimony may reflect a lack of understanding of the economics of the bar representing individual employment discrimination plaintiffs, who typically cannot afford experts.

Not surprisingly, courts have applied \textit{Price Waterhouse} to rule in favor of plaintiffs alleging backlash for assertive (“agentic”) behavior. In \textit{Margolis v. Tektronix}, the Ninth Circuit reversed a summary judgment for the employer in a case in which the plaintiff alleged that gender stereotyping affected a decision to lay her off.\footnote{Margolis v. Tektronix, Inc., 44 F. App’x 138, 141–42 (9th Cir. 2002).} She alleged that her supervisor “would rarely hear women in staff meetings,” gave her inferior work assignments, and told her that others found her “pushy and aggressive,” which she took to mean “pushy and aggressive \textit{for a woman}.”\footnote{Id. at 141.} The court accepted the stereotyping argument.

While her supervisor’s comments might not have been as blatant as the sex stereotypes in \textit{[Hopkins]}, the subjective nature of the skills matrix—prepared specifically for the workforce reduction—left ample room for such stereotypes to affect [the plaintiff’s] scores, especially in areas such as “leadership” and “teamwork,” whereas aggressiveness by a female might be impermissibly penalized.\footnote{Id.}

In \textit{Casella v. MBNA}, the District Court for the District of Maine denied summary judgment for the employer in a case in which the plaintiff was not hired for a customer relationship management program on the grounds that she needed to be “more motherly, soft, and kind, rather than aggressive, strong, and arrogant.”\footnote{Casella v. MBNA Mktg. Sys., No. CIV.8-176-B-W, 2009 WL 1621411, at *1 (D. Me. June 9, 2009).} When she asked why she was not selected, one of the decision-makers “told her that she was ‘too cocky,’ ‘overly arrogant,’ and that she should not be ‘so aggressive’ and ‘strong’ and that she reminded him of himself.”\footnote{Id. at *14 n.24.} Another decision-maker told her that she “needed to become more softer, more motherly; [and] that if [she] was a man, it was acceptable, it’s not acceptable out of a woman.”\footnote{Id.} A third person (not a decisionmaker) helpfully gave her the advice that “women are actually looked at as mothers, that they need to be a little softer, a little kinder . . . more motherly” and suggested that she change her personality.\footnote{Id.}
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Collins v. Cohen Pontani Lieberman & Pavane combined comparator evidence with stereotyping evidence and a retaliation claim. After two years at her law firm, the then-managing partner Mr. Cohen told the plaintiff “that she would never become a partner at the firm because she made the partners ‘uncomfortable,’ and because the partners prided themselves on being ‘collegial’ and like a ‘family.’” The defendant’s managing partner, with whom she worked closely, told the plaintiff “that the other partners thought she was ‘difficult’ and that she had not expressed enough gratitude for a raise.” (We have often heard from women and people of color that they are expected to be grateful for things that white men aren’t expected to be grateful for.) When the plaintiff asked the managing partner for help in dealing with a paralegal she found uncooperative (a classic Tug of War problem), “he told her that she was not ‘sweet’ enough and needed to use more ‘sugar.’” The comparator evidence reflected a gendered allocation of the office housework and glamour work; the plaintiff alleged that women litigators were “relegated to non-partnership track support roles,” and that this had affected her ability to get good work. To quote the court, “[a] reasonable jury could find that Pavane’s statement indicates that (1) he holds stereotypes that women should be ‘sweet’ and non-aggressive, and (2) that Parvane believed that Plaintiff did not fit this stereotype. Pavane’s comment could therefore support a jury finding that [the firm’s] failure to provide Plaintiff with sufficient work was motivated by Plaintiff’s failure to fulfill sex stereotypes of ‘sweet[ness],’ and therefore constituted discrimination,” citing Price Waterhouse.

In Kahn v. Fairfield University, the plaintiff sued when a man was appointed to a decanal position she had held on an acting basis. A professor who was a member of the search committee advocated reconsideration of her candidacy, arguing that sex discrimination had been involved. While some committee members “made conclusory statements that [the plaintiff] was ‘arrogant’ or ‘difficult to work with,’ they had difficulty providing a basis for such conclusions,” observed the court. Once again the plaintiff was faulted by staff that reported to her, who complained about her “overbearing work style,” reflecting the Tug of War pattern of conflict between women professionals and support personnel. In this case, bias was not the whole story: the plaintiff required staff to work overtime without extra compensation. But bias may
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have played a role, given that the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences rated her outstanding, including on “[m]aintains open communication and sensitivity to staff interaction.”

He also reported complaints from people with whom she worked on successful grant applications, who said that they “felt condescended to or lectured to . . . [and] felt in some way belittled.” This is ambiguous: did they just not like being told what to do by a woman? The court felt this was enough to defeat the employer’s summary judgment.

While Tightrope evidence is most evident in backlash claims, courts and lawyers also have long tracked whether women or people of color have less access to the desirable work assignments at work. Plaintiffs’ lawyers need to continue educating courts that women of all races often face higher loads of office housework.

Maternal Wall bias is also readily litigable under Title VII. Bostock rewrote legal history in a way that’s great for plaintiffs, asserting that discrimination against mothers has been illegal under Title VII from the start, or at least from 1971, when the Court decided Phillips v. Martin Marietta. This is not the way that federal courts were interpreting Title VII in the late 1990s. In Piantanida v. Wyman Ctr. Inc., the Eighth Circuit in 1997 held that discrimination against mothers was not actionable because it was discrimination based on parenthood—a gender neutral category not covered by Title VII. In the charming case of Troupe v. May Dept. Stores Co., Judge Richard Posner gave summary judgment for the employer on the grounds that the plaintiff had not come forward with evidence of a pregnant Mr. Troupe, one of a series of cases in which mothers’ cases were dismissed for lack of comparator evidence.

In response, the area of “family responsibilities discrimination” law was purposely designed by Williams and Cynthia Thomas Calvert around a Price Waterhouse model, with the goal of presenting stereotyping evidence as common sense, without the need for expensive expert witnesses. The 2004 landmark case of Back v. Hastings-on-Hudson adopted this approach (citing a law review article co-authored by Williams), arguing that “it takes no special training to discern stereotyping in the view that a woman cannot ‘be a good
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mother’ and have a job that requires long hours, or in the statement that a mother who received tenure ‘would not show the same level of commitment [she] had shown because [she] had little ones at home’. These are not the kind of ‘innocuous words’ that we have previously held to be insufficient, as a matter of law, to provide evidence of discriminatory intent.”

The Back court rejected the employer’s argument that Back should lose because she had not shown evidence of a “similarly situated” man—as is often the case in sex-segregated jobs, there was no man in sight. The stereotyping approach was adopted in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s 2007 Enforcement Guidance: Unlawful Disparate Treatment of Workers with Caregiving Responsibilities, which embraced the stereotyping theory and stated explicitly that comparator evidence could be helpful but was not necessary in a caregiving discrimination case. By 2012, perhaps due in part to Calvert’s work in providing technical backup to attorneys across the country on caregiver discrimination cases through the WorkLife Law Attorney Network, caregiver discrimination was one of the fastest growing areas of employment law and plaintiffs were winning three-fourths of cases filed in federal courts.

Class actions that combine evidence of Maternal Wall bias, sexual harassment, and glass ceiling bias (for example, Prove-It-Again and Tightrope) may provide a model for class actions going forward. Michael Selmi has argued that the first large Maternal Wall class action, Velez v. Novartis, represents the path forward from Dukes v. Wal-Mart. “What was significant about the Novartis litigation is that the plaintiffs were able to weave together a coherent narrative about corporate culture through a collection of individual stories with similar themes that demonstrated how sexist attitudes had reached the top echelon of management and thus could be seen as creating a companywide policy. The narrative was then bolstered by the statistical presentation, rather than having the statistical presentation do all the work.” In effect, Novartis returned to the pre-implicit bias approach to class actions, where statistics were combined with anecdotal evidence to present a strong story line. Law professors tend to remember the language in the landmark case of Teamsters v. United
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States—highlighting that cases can be made with statistical evidence alone—but forget that the plaintiffs in Teamsters provided testimony of forty instances of discrimination. Statistical evidence makes it possible for a judge to find for the plaintiffs; anecdotal evidence will typically be needed to make the judge want to find for them.

The law firm of Sanford Heisler has turned this approach into a business plan, filing lawsuit after gender discrimination lawsuit combining evidence of discrimination against women because they are mothers with evidence of discrimination against women because they are women (typically, glass ceiling bias and sexual harassment evidence). To cite just one example, in Barrett v. Forest Labs, settled in 2015, the firm represented a class of current or former female employees. The case involved pay discrimination (pointing to the higher pay of comparator men) as well as promotion discrimination, focusing on how men were promoted with lower metrics, how women often saw their ratings fall after they returned from maternity leave, and how women were placed on probation in contexts where men were not. For example, one woman said she was placed on probation even though other team members had similar performance numbers, and that a male team member who had committed “a serious infraction” was not disciplined, but instead told by his manager, “Don’t worry, I have your back.” This is classic leniency bias, presented as comparator (not stereotyping) evidence.

Plaintiffs also alleged sexual harassment of a singularly coarse variety. One woman’s manager mouthed, “[y]ou need to fuck her” to a male colleague. Another woman alleged that several of her clients made sexually explicit comments and, on one occasion, one “leaned into [her], pulled her breast out from her shirt, and attempted to lick it.” When she reported these incidents to her manager he reminded her of how important it was to make a sale, and insisted that he did not wish to know about clients’ indiscretions that he would be obligated to report to management, because they would lose sales. A third woman was told she should “fuck a doctor.” After another woman reported sexual harassment by a colleague, she was ordered to work even more closely with her harasser going forward.

The plaintiffs also alleged pregnancy discrimination, pointing to both men and non-pregnant women as comparators and to sharp plummets in performance ratings after women became pregnant, returned from maternity leave, or
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requested job sharing. One manager said “he was not going to hire women anymore because they all get pregnant and go on maternity leave”; another said, “everybody who works for me gets pregnant.” Another woman’s manager commented, after she inquired about job sharing, “[m]aybe this job isn’t for you if you’re not committed,” gave her a low performance rating, twice extended her probation, and set unrealistic sales goals and assigned her office housework (“administrative tasks which he did not assign to any other of his direct reports.”) Another woman’s work was hyper-scrutinized after she unsuccessfully requested a job sharing position, and was told she “had no place at Forest.” After she inquired of HR, her manager made cracks to the effect that she should just copy HR on everything going forward. In fact, the company repeatedly ignored a wide variety of complaints, which was duly noted by the court.

In denying the employer’s motion to dismiss, the court held that the plaintiffs, despite their failure to introduce any statistical evidence whatsoever, had plausibly alleged both pattern-or-practice and individual suits with respect to pay discrimination and a pattern-or-practice claim with respect to pay and promotion discrimination.

Stereotyping theory has commonly been understood to be limited to “loose lips”: statements that reflect stereotyping. Prove-It-Again evidence need not include such statements. Indeed, in the context of Maternal Wall litigation, some courts have allowed plaintiffs to proceed on a stereotyping theory even without untoward remarks. In EEOC v. Bob Evans Farms, a server was a part-time employee with no set guarantee of number of hours. The employer used an automatic scheduling system to create employee schedules and hours. The employee, who was pregnant with her second child, testified that she was able to work and, in a conversation with her supervisor, she stated she wanted to work until her delivery even though he stated that her delivery was “imminent” and “could happen any day.” He removed her immediately from the automatic scheduling system and set her availability to “zero.” The court awarded summary judgment to the plaintiff, on the grounds that there was no genuine issue of material fact with respect to pregnancy discrimination. Despite the lack of explicit statements on the part of the employer, the court held that this was a direct evidence case. The court highlighted that the supervisor’s actions
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in removing the plaintiff from automatic scheduling was because she was pregnant and his belief that she needed leave because of childbirth.\textsuperscript{557} The court also said that expecting the plaintiff to call in to obtain work in order to demonstrate that she was able to work despite her pregnancy was an adverse employment action.\textsuperscript{558}

In short, Title VII (while far from perfect) is not ill-suited to accommodate the types of gender bias evidence that form the basis of modern Title VII claims.

C. \textsc{O}n\textsc{c}e t\textsc{h}e \textsc{f}ocus \textsc{s}hifts from \textsc{a}utomatic \textsc{a}ssociations to the \textsc{f}ive \textsc{p}atterns of \textsc{w}orkplace \textsc{b}ias, \textsc{t}itle \textsc{v}ii \textsc{d}octrine \textsc{r}eadily \textsc{a}ccommodates \textsc{e}vidence of \textsc{m}odern \textsc{f}orms of \textsc{r}acial \textsc{b}ias

Prove-It-Again bias is triggered by race as well as gender; again, it fits readily into the classic Title VII focus on comparators. As in the gender context, comparative evidence is relevant not only for identifying comparators but as evidence of Prove-It-Again stereotyping. Although \textit{Price Waterhouse}'s stereotyping approach to proving a Title VII claim originated in the context of gender, some courts have applied it in race discrimination cases, notably in the much-discussed 1998 First Circuit case, \textit{Thomas v. Eastman Kodak}.\textsuperscript{559} The plaintiff was the only African-American woman in her department whose problems began when she was assigned to a new supervisor.\textsuperscript{560} She had worked for ten years as a customer support representative, with managers who reported that “they were never dissatisfied with her performance, that they were ‘delighted’ with Thomas, and that her work was excellent and ‘far superior’ to that of some of [her colleagues].”\textsuperscript{561} She received awards and bonuses, but all that ended when Claire Flannery took over as her supervisor.\textsuperscript{562}

Flannery treated Thomas with the kind of disrespect often reported by Black women professionals.\textsuperscript{563} An example: her new supervisor accompanied Thomas to a customer training session in order to observe Thomas’s work, but instead the supervisor took the session over and conducted the entire training herself.\textsuperscript{564} Another time, Flannery told Thomas the incorrect time for a training session and refused to take responsibility for doing so, leaving the customer angry with the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{565} “On a third occasion, Flannery became quite angry and attempted physically to block Thomas leaving a [departmental] meeting which had been scheduled at the same time is an important training session for one of Thomas’s customers.”\textsuperscript{566} Thomas also encountered an office-housework/glamour work problem: Flannery failed to give her the same type of
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developmental opportunities and failed to give her the same time to develop her presentations as white colleagues received (thereby subverting Thomas’s success on glamour-work assignments). Thomas also presented evidence of Prove-It-Again bias: Flannery denied Thomas the opportunity to apply for sales jobs and discouraged her from applying for a management position on the grounds that Thomas had not completed her Master’s degree, although none of the other managers applying for that position had even a bachelor’s. The coup de grace was when Flannery gave Thomas “inaccurately low scores on her annual performance appraisals” that caused her overall rating to drop from a six in 1989, to a three in 1990—which Thomas refused to sign. Thomas was ultimately laid off due to her low performance ratings.

The employer made much of the fact that Thomas had no evidence explicitly tying the treatment of Thomas to race. Yet, the First Circuit cited Price Waterhouse and noted that, “[s]tereotypes or cognitive biases based on race are as incompatible with Title VII’s mandate as stereotypes based on age or sex; here too, ‘the entire spectrum of disparate treatment’ is prohibited.” Acknowledging that Thomas’s case involved “a more subtle type of disparate treatment” than cases involving direct evidence, the issue was whether “an employer evaluates employees of one race less favorably than employees of another race who have performed equivalently, and if race, rather than some other factor, is the basis for the difference in evaluations, then the disfavored employee [has] been subjected to” race discrimination. In reversing the District Court’s grant of summary judgment for the employer, the court noted that Flannery treated Thomas differently than her coworkers. The court noted, in useful language, that it was unimportant “whether the employer consciously intended to base the evaluations on race, or simply did so because of unthinking stereotypes or bias.”

In a third case, robust stereotyping evidence unfortunately was ignored by the court. In Twymon v. Wells Fargo, the plaintiff not only had comparator evidence that objective rules were applied more rigorously to her than to white employees; she also reported Tightrope bias—that she was expected to behave in deferential, rather than dominant, ways because she was Black. She said she was consistently directed “to be accommodating and nice,” while her white colleagues were allowed to behave badly. Phil Hall, the Director of Employee Relations told her that “intelligence and outspokenness in black employees is not welcomed” and that “qualities that would make a Caucasian a golden child,
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being aggressive and intelligent and outspoken and a go-getter, would do exactly the reverse to a person of color.”

Twymon said that Hall advised her to develop a deferential persona as a “good black” who “would be accepted by the Caucasians at Wells Fargo.”

She responded by asking if she should act like an Uncle Tom, to which Hall responded in the affirmative—a classic Tug of War dynamic.

Someone in human resources told her she was not “[m]idwest nice,” and she received comments on her personality on her performance appraisal from the Senior Vice President of Human Resources, who “admitted she did not include such comments on white employees’ evaluations.”

Wells Fargo alleged a violation of computer policy as the legitimate nondiscriminatory reason Twymon lost her job.

The Eighth Circuit unfortunately wrote off the stereotyping evidence as “stray comments” and affirmed the trial court’s summary judgment in favor of the employer.

In a 2010 case, the plaintiff fared better. In Kimble v. Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development, the Eastern District of Wisconsin did an outstanding job of identifying patterns of bias. The court noted that the plaintiff’s supervisor viewed him “veiled with images of incompetency.”

The supervisor hyper-scrutinized the plaintiff’s spelling and grammar and did not seem focused on the fact that, as the section chief at the Milwaukee office of the Civil Rights Bureau, his chief job was to effectively manage his office and ensure good productivity and morale of his office, both of which he did well (as a supervisor acknowledged).

This all is part of Prove-It-Again bias, as was the supervisor’s largely unsubstantiated criticism of the plaintiff’s writing. The court also noted two instances of the stolen idea, where the plaintiff’s ideas were ignored until someone else repeated them, that the plaintiff’s supervisor blamed the plaintiff for faults she overlooked in others, and attributed a mistake someone else had made to him.

This court drew from the literature on implicit bias and took these Prove-It-Again patterns seriously.

Stereotyping theory has been severely underutilized in race discrimination cases: a 2016 study found only fifty-eight cases that had ever referenced race or racial stereotypes. Stereotyping theory may hold the potential to help turn around a troubling fact: a careful empirical study in 2006 by Wendy Parker found that federal employment race discrimination cases were less likely to settle and that defendants were more likely to win a pretrial judgment in race discrimination cases.
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than in gender discrimination cases. 588 Race discrimination cases also were less likely to settle than employment discrimination cases in general. 589 These findings are particularly sobering given that a 2017 meta-analysis of field experiments found that there has been no decrease in racial discrimination for Black Americans since 1989. 590 White people still receive more than a third more job callbacks than Black people do, even accounting for education and other relevant factors. 591

In short, while some courts have proved less receptive than they should be to evidence of racial stereotyping and bias, the types of evidence typically available in race cases fit readily into Title VII.

D. COURTS SHOULD CONSIDER THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE FIVE-PATTERNS MODEL FOR THE SAME-ACTOR AND PERSONAL ANIMOSITY DEFENSES

While Title VII is up to the task of accommodating workplace bias, courts have definitely taken some wrong turns. Other commentators 592 have been aptly critical in the way some courts misuse the “stray remarks” dicta from Price Waterhouse 593 and discount evidence of discrimination on the grounds that the employer honestly believed the reason given for the challenged employment action (even if the reason is ultimately found to be foolish or factually baseless). 594 Here we will focus on the “same-actor inference,” which reflects the belief that someone who hired the plaintiff would not later fire them, and the “personal animosity” defense, in which courts have discounted evidence of bias on the grounds that the plaintiff’s troubles reflected personal dislike, not discrimination.

Same-actor inference. The “same-actor inference” stems from the Fourth Circuit case of Proud v. Stone. 595 Proud involved the hiring and subsequent firing of an accountant within a four-and-a-half month period by the same supervisor. 596 The Proud court ignored the obviously relevant evidence of
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plaintiff’s poor performance, focusing instead on the fact that the same person had hired and fired the plaintiff, holding that “same hirer and firer” evidence gave rise to a strong inference that the adverse employment action was not discriminatory. 597 To quote the court, “it hardly makes sense to hire workers from a group one dislikes (thereby incurring the psychological costs of associating with them), only to fire them once they are on the job.”\(^{598}\) As Part II explained, this rationale embeds the inaccurate view that bias reflects dislike of particular groups, which leaves out many kinds of bias, notably Prove-It-Again, Maternal Wall, Tug of War and benevolent approval of women or people of color who “know their place” (Tightrope).

Subsequent courts greatly expanded the scope of the doctrine. As of 2008, eight out of eleven federal circuits considered same-actor evidence an almost irrebuttable presumption.\(^{599}\) As of 2015, the First, Second, Fourth, Fifth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth and Tenth Circuits held that the same-actor inference was a strong, “nearly irrebuttable” presumption against discrimination, often leading to courts granting employers’ motions for summary judgment.\(^{600}\) The remaining circuits have adopted a more sensible approach: they consider same-actor evidence to be relevant information that, combined with other evidence, may create an inference of discrimination (or fail to do so).\(^{601}\)

To make matters worse, some courts have dramatically expanded the scope of the same-actor inference post-Proud. Whereas the time lapse between hiring and firing in Proud was a few months,\(^{602}\) some courts have extended the allowable lapse as long as seven years (although others have refused to do so).\(^{603}\) Whereas Proud involved a single decision-maker, other courts have applied the same-actor inference in the (commonplace) situation involving multiple decision-makers, where people other than the person who hired the plaintiff also played a role in deciding to fire her or him.\(^{604}\) Still other courts have applied the same-actor inference where the same-actor was not involved at all, on the grounds that the decision in question was made by someone from the plaintiff’s own social group.\(^{605}\)

The same-actor inference makes sense when a decision to fire is made by the same person who hired the plaintiff, without intervening poor job
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performance, only a short time after the plaintiff was hired—but only as
evidence to be weighed with other relevant evidence. As others have discussed,
any more sweeping doctrine is inconsistent with the evidence from psychology.
Linda Krieger and Susan Fiske first discussed the inconsistency between the
same-actor doctrine and social psychology in 2006, pointing out that the
influence of stereotypes is situational, so that it varies from situation to situation.
“[E]mpirical research suggests that dispositionism, the common-sense model of
behavioral consistency on which the same actor inference is based, is deeply
flawed, and that human behavior is far less consistent across situations than lay
people tend to believe.”606 This is true, but vague.

One article that goes beyond the generalized statement that bias depends
on the situation is Andrea L. Miller’s excellent discussion of why the same-actor
inference makes no sense in the context of Maternal Wall bias.607 Miller goes
far beyond Krieger and Fiske’s critique of dispositionism to pinpoint many
different areas of social science research relevant to the same-actor inference in
the context of Maternal Wall bias.608 Moral credentialing research documents
that members of the dominant group who feel they have taken the
nondiscriminatory action (such as hiring a woman or person of color) may feel
“morally credentialed” as unbiased, which can cause them to fail to provide the
necessary cognitive override to avoid bias in the future.609 Bias can also flourish
in pressured situations where time is short and attention is divided610 and where
one’s membership in a subordinate social group is highlighted.611

The five-patterns model provides a lot more concreteness. The most
obvious irrationality of same-actor defense concerns Maternal Wall bias.
Women may encounter it when they have been hired when they are non-mothers
or not pregnant but later get pregnant or have children. For example, in Moore
v. Alabama, one plaintiff’s male supervisor looked straight at her pregnant belly
and said, “I was going to put you in charge of that office, but look at you now.”612
Other Maternal Wall cases involve mothers who have children but not young
children, as in Chadwick v. WellPoint, Inc., where a woman’s problems began
when she had triplets, despite the fact that she had not encountered Maternal
Wall discrimination when she only had her one older child.613

A central message of Maternal Wall bias is that women are often perceived
differently before and after they have children. Indeed, WorkLife Law in its
2016 litigation update noted that women often encounter Maternal Wall
discrimination only after the birth of their second child.614 WES data also
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highlight the Tug of War dynamic that can lead to Maternal Wall discrimination if women discriminate against each other for handling motherhood the “wrong way.”

The most dramatic example is from Walsh v. National Computer Systems, Inc., in which a plaintiff’s supervisor became truly abusive when the plaintiff got pregnant, took maternity leave, and then took time off work to take her child to the pediatrician because the child got persistent ear infections. Ironically, the abusive supervisor herself had a child who had lost some hearing due to persistent ear infections. One can only imagine the identity threat: the supervisor presumably had a lot invested in proving (to herself and others) that she did the right thing in failing to take time off with her child, that this was the only responsible way to be a good worker, and that her child’s hearing loss was unavoidable.

The Tug of War also is relevant when the same-actor inference reflects an assumption that a member of a protected class would never discriminate against another member of the same protected class. Natasha T. Martin provided the first comprehensive discussion of this topic in 2008 with an important analysis of why the doctrine does not make sense in the context of race. Notably, she points out that the Supreme Court has said expressly that the “fact that one person in the protected class has lost out to another person in the protected class is . . . irrelevant, so long as he has lost because of [his status in the protected class].” The Supreme Court reiterated this point in Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, noting “we have rejected any conclusive presumption that an employer will not discriminate against members of his own race.” This would seem to dispose of the presumption, or even the inference, that the plaintiff cannot bring a case when he is discriminated against by a member of his own social group. The same holds true for gender: Oncale held that a man had a cause of action for sexual harassment against another man. All this would seem to preclude lower courts from using a presumption that one member of a protected group will not discriminate against another as a matter of legal precedent.

The Tug of War helps explain why one member of a protected group might discriminate against another. Devon Carbado and Mitu Gulati’s theory of “working identity” posits that members of subordinated groups often need to perform “identity work” to re-sculpt their identities into a version acceptable to members of the majority group. Recall Robert Livingston’s study that found that whereas white CEOs tend to have mature faces, Black CEOs tend to have
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“teddy-bear” faces—a built-in racial comfort strategy. Carbado and Gulati focused more on people of color’s need to perform an identity acceptable to white people, but if some people of color embrace racial comfort strategies as a mechanism for assimilation, whereas other people of color refuse to do so, conflict among people of color emerges in majority white workplaces—a Tug of War effect.

Twymon v. Wells Fargo provides an apt example, as mentioned above. Recall that in Twymon, an African-American male who was Director of Employee Relations allegedly told the plaintiff, an African-American female, that behaving in dominant as opposed to deferential ways was accepted from white but not Black people in the Minnesota Wells Fargo office where they worked. No doubt he considered his advice to be a “good Black” to be valuable career advice for navigating a racist workplace, advice that presumably had worked for him. But to Twymon, the advice was completely unacceptable—a demand that she behave like an “Uncle Tom.” When she told him that, she made it clear exactly what she thought of his strategies for assimilating into the dominant group.

Tightrope bias also undermines the assumption that the same actor would not first hire and then discriminate against a member of a protected group. One scenario is where a white person hires a person of color with the expectation that they will play a subordinate role that the white person sees as suitable for people of color, but the person of color fails to deliver. Martin cites the apt example of Johnson v. Zema Systems Corporation, in which the plaintiff was hired as part of a merger of two beer distribution companies, one predominantly African-American serving mostly African-American customers, and one predominantly white serving mostly white customers. The plaintiff, Leon Johnson, was a manager who complained that African Americans were originally segregated into separate rooms, received lower pay because they were allocated only African-American customers, were the first to be laid off or fired and the last to be rehired, were referred to as “n**gers,” and that white but not African-American managers were allocated company cars. In addition, the plaintiff established a friendship with a white sales manager, which his supervisor found disconcerting. A magistrate judge awarded summary judgment for the employers, relying in part on the same-actor inference. The Seventh Circuit reversed, aptly criticizing the discrimination-as-dislike model articulated in Proud.
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Tug of War dynamics can arise in any number of ways. A manager might hire a person of a certain race not expecting them to rise to a position in the company where daily contact with the manager would be necessary. An employer may hire a woman or person of color and then hold them to higher standards. An employer may also hire women expecting them to act, dress, or talk in a way the employer deems suitable for a woman and then fire that employee if she fails to conform to the employer’s prescriptive gender stereotypes. If an employee is the first African American hired, an employer might be unaware of his own stereotypical expectations of African Americans at the time of hiring. If the employer subsequently discovers he does not wish to work with African Americans and fires the newly hired employee for this reason, the employee should still have a claim of racial discrimination. For these and other reasons, the same-actor inference is often unwarranted.\footnote{632}

Courts also need to be aware of the tensions that can arise between women professionals and admins. For example, in \textit{Price Waterhouse}, Ann Hopkins’ clients praised her “as ‘extremely competent, intelligent,’ ‘strong and forthright, very productive, energetic and creative.’”\footnote{633} In sharp contrast, administrative personnel criticized her as sometimes overly aggressive and unduly harsh with staff. The Supreme Court did not pick up the Tug of War dynamic in which women professionals often encounter pushback from support staff, which the WES Survey documents in industry after industry.\footnote{634}

Note the difference between the generalized statement that bias varies depending on the situation—Krieger and Fiske’s initial formulation—and the concrete description afforded by WES data detailing precisely how someone might easily hire someone and then subsequently fire them, or why a member of a protected group might discriminate against a member of his or her own group. That summarizes the transition from the implicit bias consensus to the five-patterns model proposed in this \textit{Article}.

\textit{Personal animosity defense.} Courts also should be wary of the “personal animosity” defense: the argument that a woman or person of color was fired or experienced another adverse employment action due to personal animosity, not discrimination.\footnote{635} In an at-will employment system like the one in the United States, employers can fire or discipline employees for any reason or no reason, including personal dislike.\footnote{636} Furthermore, we suspect many courts will be reluctant to interfere with employers’ right to part ways with employees whom they or others just can’t get along with. To say that some of the “personal animosity” cases describe people who aren’t easy to get along with is an understatement: the plaintiffs in the “personal animosity” cases include men
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accused of sexual harassment, a plaintiff who called a co-worker “arrogant, cocky, unprofessional, and lazy,” and another who allegedly described a co-worker to other colleagues as a “hillbilly bitch” and commented “God knows what the f**k she is doing.”

Nonetheless, courts do need to take care because, as discussed in Part II, prescriptive bias often is expressed as dislike. As has been noted, prescriptive gender bias often takes the form of hostility to women who do not conform to the stereotype that women should be modest, supportive, and nice rather than competitive, ambitious, and direct. Courts have long recognized this. As far back as 1989 in Price Waterhouse, the Supreme Court noted, “We sit not to determine whether Ms. Hopkins is nice, but to decide whether the partners reacted negatively to her personality because she is a woman.”

Similarly, if employers have an expectation that people of color will play a deferential worker-bee role, those who refuse to do so may find themselves disliked.

Consequently, courts face the challenge of distinguishing when employers’ dislike for an employee stems from prescriptive stereotypes and when it does not. This should not be insurmountably difficult. An example of a “personal animosity” case that does not involve prescriptive stereotyping is McCollum v. Bolger, in which a mother and her two sons alleged sex discrimination and retaliation when they were all fired from the postal service. The trial court held that the mother’s dismissal was due to her “bad relationship with her supervisor . . . and she also disagreed with her superiors on how her job should be performed . . . in addition to her failure to follow instructions.”

“Competent witnesses,” it continued, “testified that the plaintiff did not get along with her supervisor and was ‘a combative, hostile, rude, vindictive and dictatorial employee.’” The court was clearly reluctant to require the employer to put up with this kind of misbehavior when it noted “[t]he plaintiff cannot turn a personal feud into a sex discrimination case by accusation.”

Unfortunately, courts sometimes cite personal animosity as the reason for adverse employment actions in cases that are less convincing. Chief among them is the famous Hicks v. St. Mary’s Honor Center. Melvin Hicks was one of only two African-American shift commanders left after the others were fired following a 1981 study that warned that “too many blacks were in positions of
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power” at St. Mary’s.\textsuperscript{648} The employer argued that Hicks was fired for rule infractions—yet he was the only person disciplined for violations committed by his subordinates, and much more serious violations by white people were either disregarded or treated much more leniently.\textsuperscript{649} It also held that Hicks’s superiors “had placed plaintiff on the express track to termination” and had “manufactured the confrontation between the plaintiff” and his supervisor in order to fire him.\textsuperscript{650} The trial court concluded that the reasons (rule infraction) offered for Hicks’s dismissal were pretextual.\textsuperscript{651} Then, despite the fact that Hicks’s supervisors denied any personal animosity, the court nonetheless awarded summary judgment to the employer on the grounds that Hicks’s dismissal stemmed from personal animosity, not discrimination, a holding affirmed by the Eighth Circuit.\textsuperscript{652}

Going forward, certainly the first principle should be that where an employer’s agents have expressly denied personal animosity, courts should not step in at summary judgment (where courts are not supposed to be assessing credibility)\textsuperscript{653} and second-guess them. That would seem to be a factual finding (and one without evidence to back it up).

Moreover, courts should recognize that a claim of personal animosity against a woman or person of color often requires courts to distinguish between situations in which animosity was triggered by a plaintiff’s failure to conform to prescriptive stereotypes and dislike for other reasons. Absent situations involving a jilted lover, discerning whether personal animosity stems from prescriptive stereotyping or not typically will involve a trial to resolve factual issues and credibility assessments—not the kind of thing suitable for summary judgment or a motion to dismiss.\textsuperscript{654} Courts should sharply limit the personal animosity defense and should not use it to give a free pass to excuse employers after plaintiffs have proven the falsity of the employer’s supposedly “legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason.”

\textbf{E. Conclusion}

Other authors have been pointing out for more than two decades the inaccuracy of claims that Title VII is inadequate to address contemporary forms
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of discrimination (or that law itself is). Make no mistake: Title VII is far from perfect. Scholarship makes an important contribution when it critiques Title VII in order to help courts continue the dynamic statutory interpretation of Title VII that began in the early 1970s as discrimination transmuted from explicit to more modern forms. But that dynamic process means that modern forms of discrimination typically can be litigated using one or both of the basic forms of evidence commonplace in Title VII cases—comparator and stereotyping evidence. No doubt defense-minded law professors will continue to argue that Title VII is incapable of reaching anything but the most explicit forms of discrimination. As the Article shows, we disagree.

IV. USING WES DATA IN LITIGATION

Lawyers we interviewed have used, or expressed interest in using, the five-patterns model in individual disparate treatment cases and class actions. Equally important, the five-patterns model is proving useful in mass arbitrations that are coming to rival class actions in importance, as employers require employees to sign mandatory arbitration agreements as a condition of employment. Jocelyn Larkin of the Impact Fund used the five-patterns model in a series of mass arbitrations that resulted from a class action against a large retailer. “[The company] had a purely subjective system so we had to dig deeply to show that individual claimants were subject to all manner of implicit bias. We used the five patterns to create themes for our arbitrations. I remember that ‘Prove-It-Again’ was very useful because typically it took women 15 years’ work before they could even be considered for the promotions.”

This Part and Appendix A explore the implications of WES data for litigation of Title VII cases. This Part begins by pointing out that knowledge of the basic patterns of bias is now widespread. This has implications for the summary judgment motions that typically end employment discrimination cases; in them, courts often make assumptions about whether a reasonable jury could find that the evidence presented supports an inference of discrimination. Widespread dissemination of bias patterns also means that plaintiffs often should be able to introduce bias evidence as comparator or stereotyping evidence without the need for expensive expert testimony.
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these issues and presents the evidence of widespread dissemination. The Part continues with some thoughts on the implications of WES data for class actions. The Article ends with some brief pointers on how to use bias data in litigation, from the writing of the complaint, to discovery, to negotiations, to closing arguments.

B. THE IMPLICATIONS OF WIDESPREAD DISSEMINATION OF THE BIAS PATTERNS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND EXPERT TESTIMONY

The basic patterns of bias have received widespread attention in the last decade, in public discourse, popular culture, and the business community, as well as growing representation of the five bias patterns in literature, film, television, music, advertising, and journalism at large. This widespread dissemination has implications for summary judgment and for whether bias evidence can be introduced without expert testimony.

Because employment discrimination cases often end at summary judgment,663 judges make rulings based on their own understanding of whether a reasonable jury could find that the evidence can support an inference of discrimination under Title VII.664 When courts make statements about what a rational decisionmaker could find, they should take into account the fact that the bias patterns have been so widely disseminated that today’s jurors are more likely than those in the past to recognize bias when they see it. Moreover, in courts or circuits that require that plaintiffs identify a comparator to avoid summary judgment, five-patterns evidence also can help plaintiffs identify suitable comparators and establish that the difference in treatment was “because of” race or sex.665 Plaintiffs also can use five-patterns evidence to create a “genuine dispute over a fact that is ‘material,’”666 thereby defeating an employer’s summary judgment motion.667 For example, where a plaintiff claims that an objective rule has been applied rigorously to women (including her) and leniently to men, but the employer claims that the rule has been applied consistently, that’s a genuine issue of material fact.

The broad dissemination of the basic bias patterns also has implications for whether evidence of bias needs to be introduced through expert testimony. The
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implicit bias consensus has long focused on introducing evidence of bias through the use of experts.\textsuperscript{668} In class actions that remains important, but in the general run of discrimination cases experts are not an option because they are too expensive.

Luckily, as Mort Halperin once said, much of social science is what every cab driver in New York City already knew.\textsuperscript{669} That is definitely true of the bias patterns outlined in Part II. Thus five-patterns evidence often can be introduced as stereotyping evidence without the expense of an expert. Recall that the Supreme Court in Price Waterhouse treated the testimony of Professor Susan Fiske as “merely icing on Hopkins’ cake,” noting that “[i]t takes no special training to discern sex stereotyping” in the comments of the partners at Price Waterhouse.\textsuperscript{670} Williams and Cynthia Thomas Calvert purposely designed Maternal Wall litigation to present stereotypes about mothers as commonsense knowledge, and this approach deserves to be adopted more widely.

\textit{Dissemination of the five-patterns model.} Williams’s model was first featured in Harvard Business Review’s October 2014 issue, in an article later republished as one of Harvard Business Review’s 10 Must Reads on Diversity.\textsuperscript{671} It was featured again in 2015,\textsuperscript{672} in 2019,\textsuperscript{673} and yet again in 2020.\textsuperscript{674} Sheryl Sandberg’s organization Lean In also made videos of Williams discussing the bias patterns that were viewed over a million times on Lean In’s website and social media.\textsuperscript{675} as well as in free content on Virgin America flights.\textsuperscript{676} Facebook’s unconscious bias training also uses a version of Williams’s model.\textsuperscript{677} Williams’s co-authored book \textit{What Works for Women at Work},\textsuperscript{678} reviewed in \textit{The New York Times} and now in its tenth edition,\textsuperscript{679} and Williams’s
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team further disseminated her model in the studies of science professors, engineers, lawyers, architects, and tech workers discussed above.\textsuperscript{680}

Much more widespread than the five-patterns model itself is knowledge of each individual pattern. This Part samples some of the recent public discussions of the five patterns.

\textit{Dissemination of Prove-It-Again.} Prove-It-Again bias has so long been recognized in the context of race that it even has its own aphorism: “you have to work twice as hard to get half as far.”\textsuperscript{681} Prominent Black leaders have long articulated the view that Black people are held to higher standards than their white peers; former President Barack Obama and Michelle Obama have both cited the need to be “twice as good . . . to get half as far.”\textsuperscript{682} This recognition is non-partisan. In her memoir, former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, a prominent Republican, writes of a similar feeling during her youth when she was preparing to audition for an all-white music conservatory in Birmingham: “I was carrying the weight of needing to be twice as good. They [her parents] reassured me that I was indeed twice as good. Looking back, it is striking that they didn’t say, ‘You don’t have to be twice as good.’”\textsuperscript{683}

While this phrase has a long history in the Black community, other communities of color also acknowledge the Prove-It-Again pattern.\textsuperscript{684} The Not Your Model Minority activist movement, which challenges the “benevolent” stereotype that sets higher school and workplace performance expectations for people of Asian descent, is just one example.\textsuperscript{685} First generation Latinxers in the United States have also noted their own “twice as good” challenges through film
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and journalism.686 In the biographical film Selena, which chronicles Mexican-American singer Selena Quintanilla-Pérez’s career, her father tells her:

We got to be twice as good as anybody else. We got to prove to the Mexicans how Mexican we are, and we have to prove to the Americans how American we are. We got to be more Mexican than the Mexicans and more American than the Americans, both at the same time. It’s exhausting.687

Recent presidential elections have also popularized the Prove-It-Again pattern as it applies to women. Presidential candidate Senator Amy Klobuchar said: “Women are held to a higher standard. . . . And I think every working woman out there, any woman that’s at home, knows exactly what I mean.”688 The former political campaign manager for Hillary Rodham Clinton’s presidential bid put it simply: “It’s no secret that women have to work twice as hard, be twice as good, to get half the credit.”689

The Prove-It-Again pattern also has been widely discussed in the business press, in Harvard Business Review and Forbes, as well as mainstream publications, such as the Los Angeles Times and The Atlantic.690 These conversations have made waves across industries. In one article in The Cut about being Black in the fashion industry, Lacy Redway, a celebrity hairstylist, explained: “You feel like you constantly have to prove that you are qualified to be in the room. It’s so disrespectful.”691 A Guardian article discussed how Prove-It-Again plays out in academia, when Heidia Safia Mirza noted, “There is a double-take as you enter a room, as if you are not supposed to be there. . . . [I]n many meetings, even though I am a professor, I have been mistaken for the coffee lady.”692

687. SELENA (Warner Bros. 1997).
The popularization of themes long explored in social psychology took a major step in two influential reports by the prominent global nonprofit consultancy Catalyst. Women “Take Care,” Men “Take Charge” (2005) and The Double-Bind Dilemma for Women in Leadership (2007) both played a central role in disseminating knowledge of Prove-It-Again patterns. One chapter of The Double-Bind Dilemma notes, “Stereotypes create a second predicament for women leaders. As prototypical leaders, men’s potential to lead and, in particular, to lead effectively is rarely questioned a priori. As atypical leaders, however, women often have to prove that they can lead even before they have the opportunity to do so.”

Indeed, the business literature often discusses the technical terms, as in one Harvard Business Review article by a behavioral economist that discusses performance reviews: “[I]t does your company no good when employees are overrated because of subjective biases, including leniency [bias] . . . and the ‘halo effect.’”

Advice books, too, have broadly disseminated knowledge of Prove-It-Again and the other basic bias patterns. Williams’s co-authored What Works for Women at Work documents that while women in general often feel they need to prove themselves over and over, women of color may feel they can never make a single mistake. This also features in advice books written by and for women of color. An example is Minda Harts’s The Memo: What Women of Color Need to Know to Secure a Seat at the Table, observes that women of color “have the added pressure of trying not to make any mistakes while our counterparts are given a pass to be mediocre and often rewarded for their imperfections.” This additional pressure takes a toll on women of color and can lead to further feelings of exclusion and isolation.

This advice literature has also drawn attention to another Prove-It-Again dynamic: women and people of color are more likely than others to report that
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other people get credit for ideas they originally offered, sometimes called “bropropriating” or a “rewite.” New terms like “mansplaining” have emerged to reflect the assumption that women’s contribution can be better explained by a man, another Prove-It-Again pattern. Mansplaining has become so commonplace that Merriam-Webster officially added it to its dictionary in March 2018. A related conversational dynamic was publicized when women staffers in President Obama’s White House disclosed that they engaged in “amplification,” where they would repeat and point out the ideas of other women employees to make sure the idea was not buried or taken without credit.

Another prominent example from popular culture concerns coverage of the 2018 United States Open Final, when Serena Williams was penalized by an umpire, Carlos Ramos, whom, she felt, had applied a rule to her more stringently than was typically applied to male tennis players. Some initial coverage of the incident, in which Williams smashed a racket in frustration and called the umpire a thief (for taking a point as a penalty), painted Williams’s behavior as poor sportsmanship, but as the news cycle ran, more stories emerged highlighting the double standard at play. One article in Fast Company highlighted other incidences where Ramos gave a less-severe penalty, or no penalty, for similar

701. Sandberg & Scovell, supra note 697, at 149; Williams & Dempsey, supra note 82, at 136; Harts, supra note 697.
or more extreme behavior from tennis-playing men, noting “women who act out are punished while men are written off as ‘bad boys’ who are just doing what boys do.”\footnote{710} The head of the United States Tennis Association, Katrina Adams, also noted the double standard when interviewed after the event on \textit{CBS This Morning}.

\textit{Dissemination of Tightrope bias:} Also called the “double bind,” Tightrope patterns have been discussed in outlets ranging from \textit{NPR} and \textit{Harvard Business Review}, to \textit{Cosmopolitan} and \textit{Essence}.

Compared to men, women leaders are rated more harshly at stereotypically male, “take charge” behaviors, such as problem-solving . . . adding insult to injury, it may be difficult for women leaders to prove stereotypes about their leadership wrong. Because people pay more attention to information that confirms stereotypes . . . [and] stereotypes have the potential to seriously undermine women’s ability to lead.\footnote{714}

For most of the last decade, Facebook COO, Sheryl Sandberg, has been ringing the alarm about the ways in which women are forced to walk a tightrope in the workplace, including in her book \textit{Lean In} (which sold over four million copies worldwide) and her widely circulated \textit{New York Times} op-ed: “When a woman speaks . . . she’s barely heard or she’s judged as too aggressive. When a man says virtually the same thing, heads nod in appreciation for his fine idea,”\footnote{715} she said.
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Since Rachel Dempsey coined the term “office housework” in 2014, there’s been a steady rise in buzz about this pattern of bias.\textsuperscript{716} It has been widely discussed in many outlets, including Harvard Business Review, Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and public radio.\textsuperscript{717} In an episode of Battle Tactics for Your Sexist Workplace, a public radio show and podcast, a listener described when a job applicant asked her to throw away his lunch debris while she, a college dean, was interviewing him: “It felt like he was putting me in my place.”\textsuperscript{718} Today the phenomenon is so widely recognized it has entered the realm of satire, as in a comedic piece in the New Yorker that imagines letters written by historical figures to women about office housework, including one by Lewis and Clark to Sacagawea asking her to find a “foraging spot” for a celebratory thank you lunch.\textsuperscript{719}

It also is widely recognized that it is risky when women express anger or assertiveness. An example is the public congressional testimony of Dr. Fiona Hill, former United States National Security Council official, who stated, “I hate to say it, but often when women show anger, it’s not fully appreciated . . . . It’s often you know, pushed onto emotional issues perhaps or deflected onto other people.”\textsuperscript{720}

People of color have also begun to be very public about how they are perceived as “too loud” or “too emotional” when they are behaving in ways readily accepted from white peers. In a series by Refinery\textsuperscript{29} on Latinx professionals, a Puerto Rican respondent spoke of the criticism she received for being “too excited” and “too loud.”\textsuperscript{721} “It was discouraging at first,” she said of her experience, “I attempted to curve my personality so I could ‘match’ the level of my white coworkers, but this quickly became exhausting and was never enough.”\textsuperscript{722} The prominent writer and actor Mindy Kaling remembers being “terrified and silent” for most of the first season of The Office as the only woman
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and only person of color on the popular series’ writing team while her white men colleagues remember her being loud and opinionated.723

The rise of nationally recognized women presidential candidates has highlighted the Tightrope pattern that women who display authority risk being disliked, whereas if they do not display authority they are seen as unqualified. A flood of articles discussed the likability of Hillary Rodham Clinton.724 In one television skit highlighting these challenges, talk show host Jimmy Kimmel “mansplains” to Clinton how to perform her stump speech.725 Kimmel frequently interrupts her to make contradictory points about how “shrill” she is, followed by how she sounds “like a mouse.”726 Since then, the discussions around the likability of women candidates have led to scrutiny, from campaigns themselves, political pundits, and journalists.727 The New York Times alone has written about the topic several times in the run up to the 2020 election.728 To quote one such piece, “Even when voters acknowledge that they have higher standards for female candidates, they still hold women to those standards . . . . On the flip side . . . . voters will support a male candidate they don’t like but who they think is qualified.”729

Recent discussions of pay inequity also shine a light on how women need to tread carefully when handling work issues like negotiating for equal pay.730 After it was revealed that Jennifer Lawrence was making significantly less than her co-stars who were men, she wrote of her concerns over seeming “difficult” during pay negotiations, starting her frank essay on pay equity with an accommodating, “I want to be honest and open and, fingers crossed, not piss
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anyone off,” but then ending it with: “I’m over trying to find the ‘adorable’ way to state my opinion and still be likable! Fuck that.”  

A common way Tightrope bias patterns are featured in the entertainment industry is through the calls of action to upend prescriptive stereotypes or gender roles. A joint campaign by Lean In and the Girl Scouts asks for a ban on using the term “bossy” to pejoratively describe girls taking charge in the classroom and on playgrounds. In one of their promotional videos Beyoncé says, “I’m not bossy. I’m the boss,” the clip gained nearly three million views on YouTube. Since the launch of this Ban Bossy campaign, Blue Q, a national socks retailer, has made a pair of socks with this messaging.

Another example is a widely circulated clip of Nicki Minaj explaining that men in the hip hop industry are viewed as “a boss” when they behave assertively, while she is perceived as “a bitch.” She goes on to further explain the constricting Tightrope she’s forced to walk: “When you’re a girl, you have to be everything. You have to be dope at what you do but you have to be super sweet and you have to sexy . . . and you have to be nice . . . ‘I can’t be all those things at once. I’m a human being.’

These bias patterns are so well known they have even made it into advertising by Toyota, Mercedes-Benz, and other companies. In one Nike ad, Serena Williams lists common prescriptive stereotypes and gendered double standards that often hold women back; she then flips the script by listing all the triumphs women athletes have accomplished that were once deemed “crazy” and challenges women to “show [naysayers] what crazy can do.” Williams was in a Las Vegas hotel when she saw another example: “Assertive women who drink juice are fucking sexy,” said an ad by Juice Press.
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schedule so she could express breastmilk.\textsuperscript{746} In another particularly heartbreaking case, journalists shared the story of Chasisty Bee, whose supervisors at a Verizon warehouse rejected her requests for lighter duties during a pregnancy in 2014.\textsuperscript{747} “One afternoon, after almost 14 hours on her feet, she started feeling dizzy and crumpled to the warehouse floor. Her physician told her that she had miscarried.”\textsuperscript{748}

Williams and Amy Cuddy, a social psychologist and former Harvard Business School professor, warned employers long ago that perpetuating Maternal Wall bias puts organizations at legal risk.\textsuperscript{749} In a 2012 Harvard Business Review article they noted: “Working mothers have become more likely to sue their employers for discrimination . . . . A new field of employment law, family responsibilities discrimination, is taking off.”\textsuperscript{750} Journalists at The New York Times have continued to note the rise of Maternal Wall litigation, writing recently: “The number of pregnancy discrimination claims filed annually with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has been steadily rising for two decades and is hovering near an all-time high.”\textsuperscript{751}

Again recent presidential campaigns have played a role. Senator Elizabeth Warren spoke openly about the pregnancy discrimination she experienced early in her career as a teacher, setting off a buzz in national outlets, like Forbes and Vox, as well as local ones, like the Detroit Free Press.\textsuperscript{752} Women athletes sponsored by Nike outed the ways they were pressured to either keep performing or be pushed out of their contracts during and after pregnancy in a series of New York Times videos and articles.\textsuperscript{753} “If we have children, we risk pay cuts from our sponsors during pregnancy and afterward. It’s one example of a sports industry where the rules are still mostly made for and by men . . . . If I, one of Nike’s most widely marketed athletes, couldn’t secure these [pregnancy] protections, who could?” wrote Allyson Felix, a nine-time Olympic medalist, in a New York Times op-ed.\textsuperscript{754}
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Beyond the now-standard news coverage of the Maternal Wall, there has also been a growing interest in “know your rights” materials for employees, and guidance for employers on how to better support mothers in the workplace. Research and advocacy organizations like the Center for WorkLife Law and A Better Balance have published resources on these subjects via their own platforms and have also partnered with *The New York Times* to create additional guidance for their readers. This awareness has also seen a surge in interest from elected officials and lobbying groups advocating for stronger protections for working caregivers, including a recent proposal by Senator Cory Booker to add caregiver discrimination to Title VII. As of March 2020, over thirty states and localities have passed pregnant workers fairness laws.

**Dissemination of Tug of War Bias:** This pattern, too, has received widespread coverage—although typically as articles about the “queen bee” who does not support other women. This is a blame-the-victim take on women who find themselves encouraged by gender bias in their environments to side with the boys’ club against other women. As psychologist Belle Derks explained it to CBS News in 2011, “(being a) queen bee is simply a way of getting ahead in a company where femininity is not valued very highly.”

A 2017 piece in *The Atlantic* that explores this issue, journalist Olga Khazan initially received pushback from women when she asked about whether or not they had been harshly treated by other women at work. But then, “they would say things like ‘well, there was this one time,’ she writes, “and tales of female sabotage would spill forth. As I went about my dozens of interviews, I began to feel like a priest to whom women were confessing their sins against feminism.” Khazan’s extensive article goes on to unravel the ways Prove-It-Again and Tightrope biases act as pressure cookers when women are tokenized—
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at work, leading to strategic distancing or intensified survival-mode competition, such as when women managers hold their women subordinates to higher expectations, or nitpick their performance, often because they recognize their team member’s work will likely reflect back on them as another woman, not just as their manager (aka “collective threat”).762 Another Atlantic article concluded simply that “Queen Bee behaviors are triggered in male dominated environments in which women are devalued.”763

Prominent women have begun to warn other women to avoid the Tug of War. One of the earliest examples is a now oft quoted line from a speech by former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, “I think there is a special place in hell for women who don’t help other women.”764 Tina Fey’s Bossypants, which has sold nearly four million copies since it was published in 2011, advises readers: “People are going to trick you. To make you feel that you’re in competition with one another. . . . Don’t be fooled. You’re not in competition with other women. You’re in competition with everyone.”765 Senator Claire McCaskill also spoke up: “Now that there are other female colleagues, I think you get over the Queen Bee Syndrome. If you’re not gonna be the only woman, you’re less worried about other women competing with you.”766 In an article for Harvard Business Review, finance leader Anne Welsh McNulty said that she had learned from her own early career “queen bee” experiences and urged readers, “[d]on’t underestimate the power of women connecting and supporting each other at work.”767

Popular culture, too, has taken up this theme in both the gender and the race contexts. The Pixar animated short Purl is about a pink ball of yarn trying to assimilate in a white men dominated workplace; the video has been viewed over seventeen million times on YouTube alone.768 When a new ball of yarn shows up to work after Purl has finally been accepted by her peers, the title character’s initial instinct is to distance herself from the new co-worker given how difficult it was for her colleagues to accept her when she exhibited feminine traits.769 The film makes it clear that this instinct is unworthy, and Purl quickly reverses her
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initial strategy and embraces her new colleague—at which point the men do, too.\(^770\)

Less discussion exists of Tug of War dynamics among people of color. A notable exception is the persistent questions faced by Black politicians about whether they are “Black enough.”\(^771\) Then-presidential candidate Senator Kamala Harris responded to this common critique in an interview with The Breakfast Club: “[T]his is the same thing they did to Barack [Obama] . . . . They’re trying to . . . sow hate and division among us, and so we need to recognize when we’re being played.”\(^772\) Harris is also an example of how this Tug of War gets even more complicated for multiracial people, as she also faced calls from some in the Asian American community to showcase her Indian heritage more on the national stage.\(^773\) A similar theme emerged in The Good Fight, a television series that features a Black-majority law firm in Chicago, where tensions run high when Black employees begin to fear that their white coworkers are unfairly favored by management after salary inequities become public.\(^774\) In the midst of this reckoning, Lucca, a biracial character, faces conflict with a white colleague for insinuating her colleague may be racially biased and criticism from a Black colleague for not being more aware of racial inequities at their workplace.\(^775\)

*New Recognition of the Harm of Racial Stereotyping*: Racial stereotypes have had a long history in the United States; what is new is the recognition in mainstream media of how inappropriate and hurtful they are, as the movement spurred by Black Lives Matter highlights the structural nature of racism. In May
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2020, following the continued killings of Black Americans, including Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor and George Floyd, nationwide protests and calls for justice emerged.\textsuperscript{776} Calls for reform were not isolated to policing and criminal justice circles; it became in vogue for companies to send out emails and social media campaigns aligning themselves with the Black Lives Matter movement and their commitment to a just workplace.\textsuperscript{777} This conversational renaissance around race prompted some to refer to these statements by major corporations as “woke-washing,” a half-hearted attempt at solidarity with limited, if any, structural changes on their part.\textsuperscript{778} Color for Change, a civil rights advocacy group, started a petition campaign demanding companies like Nike move #BeyondTheStatement: “Any company [who has] released a statement championing equity and decrying racism needs to take a good look at how injustice plays out in their own structures.”\textsuperscript{779}

Current controversies are causing more Americans to recognize racist stereotypes when they see them. In 2018, clothing retailer H&M faced backlash after an image from their website showing an elementary school-aged Black boy wearing a sweatshirt that read “COOLEST MONKEY IN THE JUNGLE” went viral on Twitter.\textsuperscript{780} H&M apologized, and took the image offline and the product out of stores.\textsuperscript{781} Black people have long been likened to apes; even being President and First Lady did not prevent Barrack and Michelle Obama from being depicted as apes in internet memes or being called “monkey face” by detractors.\textsuperscript{782}

When San Francisco 49ers football player Colin Kaepernick began protesting during the national anthem in August 2016, he faced significant backlash.\textsuperscript{783} He was voted the most disliked player in the National Football
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League (NFL), and was not hired by any team after declining to renew his contract with the 49ers. About a year later, President Donald Trump suggested the NFL should fire players who do not stand for the national anthem. In response, many team owners took a knee or locked arms with players during the national anthem as a show of unity. More recently, people have begun to view Kaepernick’s earlier protests as “prescient,” and NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell issued an apology to players in June 2020: “[W]e were wrong for not listening to NFL players earlier and encourage all to speak out and peacefully protest. We, the National Football League, believe black lives matter.”

The new recognition that racial stereotypes are deeply inappropriate and harmful was highlighted when Quaker Oats announced in 2020 that it will be pulling its Aunt Jemima brand syrup and pancake mix off the shelves because the name’s origin in a “racial stereotype.” Also newly controversial are depictions of African Americans as “the help.” In June 2020, HBO Max, an online streaming service, temporarily pulled the 1940 film Gone with the Wind from its platform stating, “These racist depictions were wrong then and are wrong today, and we felt that to keep this title up without an explanation and a denouncement of those depictions would be irresponsible.” Two weeks later, the platform reintroduced the film with accompanying videos that contextualize the depictions of Black people in the film, with scholar Jacqueline Stewart explaining: “The film represents enslaved Black people in accordance with long-standing stereotypes: as servants, notable for their devotion to their white masters, or for their ineptitude.” Viola Davis, a Black woman who was nominated for an Academy Award for her performance as Aibileen Clark, a maid for a southern white family in The Help, has said she regrets playing the role, telling Vanity Fair, “[T]here’s a part of me that feels like I betrayed myself, and my people, because I was in a movie that wasn’t ready to [tell the whole

---


truth].”

In the more recent television adaptation of Little Fires Everywhere, an affluent white woman is depicted as uncomfortable with inviting a Black woman to help her around the house. “You mean, like to be your maid?,” asks the Black woman. “More, more like a housekeeper,” responds the white woman. In a workplace context, Editor-in-Chief of Bon Appétit, Adam Rapoport, resigned after allegations of racism and unequal treatment at the magazine began to emerge. Business Insider quoted his assistant, Ryan Walker-Hartshorn, a Black woman, explaining that, “He treats me like the help.”

The COVID-19 pandemic may also have made Americans more aware of the links between the twenty-first century “forever foreign” stereotype and the intensely harmful and xenophobic nineteenth century stereotyping of Asian Americans as the “yellow peril.” In early 2020, when the COVID-19 health pandemic began to spread in the United States, it didn’t take long for some to frame the virus as a foreign threat. President Donald Trump went on to refer to the pathogen as the “Chinese virus,” despite strong criticism that the label was rooted in xenophobia and might trigger discrimination against the Asian community. While the first known case of this strain of coronavirus was found in Wuhan, China, it quickly became a global phenomenon. One headline from NBC summarized it simply: “Coronavirus fears show how 'model minority' Asian Americans become the 'yellow peril.'” Newspapers highlighted the ways attacks became literal: the Mercury News noted that 300 news articles reported attacks on Asian Americans in a roughly a two week period. In the current freighted atmosphere, mainstream media are also becoming more aware of the downsides to the “model minority” stereotype. As reported by Business
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Insider, chef and magazine contributor Sohla El-waylly shared that she and her fellow co-workers of color at Bon Appétit had not been compensated for their video appearances on the magazine’s successful YouTube channel, “Test Kitchen.” El-waylly, who is Bengali-American, pointed out that she was offered a considerably lower status position and salary at Bon Appétit despite having more extensive training and expertise than many of her white, better-compensated peers.

The heightened attention to the Black Lives Matter movement and structural racism has also impacted popular understandings of Latinx stereotypes and the American Latinx experience. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, a congresswoman of Puerto Rican descent who has become a press phenomenon, has played a critical role in increasing visibility and understanding for the Latinx community. In July 2019, President Donald Trump tweeted a rant concerning “Progressive” Democrat Congresswomen,” suggesting that “they go back and help fix the totally broken and crime infested places from which they came.”

Though Trump didn’t list the congresswomen by name, it was widely reported in the media that he was referring to Ocasio-Cortez and some of her close colleagues, all women of color. In response Ocasio-Cortez called him out: “once you start telling American citizens to quote ‘go back to their countries,’ . . . it’s about ethnicity and race.”

Ocasio-Cortez’s straightforward callouts of racist and sexist attacks on her may provide a useful reference point for attorneys trying to explain their Latinx clients’ experience. In June 2020, The Hill reported that Ocasio-Cortez was verbally accosted on the United States Capitol steps by Representative Ted Yoho, who later called her a “fucking bitch.” The New York Times printed the “fucking bitch” comment on the front page. After the story went viral, Yoho publicly spoke about the matter in the House of Representatives, but he did not mention Ocasio-Cortez by name in his “apology” and denied the “offensive
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name calling” that was reported in the press. He closed his remarks by saying, “I cannot apologize for my passion or for loving my God, my family, and my country.” The following day, Ocasio-Cortez took to the microphone in response with a speech that quickly gained traction:

Representative Yoho put his finger in my face, he called me disgusting, he called me crazy, he called me out of my mind, and he called me dangerous. . . . Representative Yoho called me, and I quote, a fucking bitch. These are the words that Representative Yoho levied against a congresswoman . . . this issue is not about one incident, it is cultural.

As of November 2020, the clip of her speech on the C-SPAN Twitter account had over 16.1 million views. This level of visibility and direct recognition of the harm caused by racist and sexist stereotypes is a prime example of the sea change happening in America’s conversation on racial and ethnic inequality.

Conclusion. Attorneys arguing employment discrimination cases and judges assessing what a reasonable jury would find in the context of summary judgment motions would be well-advised to recognize the widespread dissemination of the basic bias patterns. Widespread dissemination also means that five-patterns evidence often can be introduced as commonsense stereotyping evidence, without expert testimony. An important note: this does not mean that use of expert testimony will never be appropriate. For example, although most Americans know by now that some groups need to prove themselves more than others, an expert could provide important context concerning the relationship between leniency bias and in-group favoritism, or on the psychological processes that create Tug of War patterns (favoritism threat, competitive threat, etc.). How five-patterns evidence is used often will depend on circumstances. Plaintiffs in individual disparate treatment cases likely will use five-patterns evidence as stereotyping evidence or comparator evidence, while class action plaintiffs are more likely to link the patterns to specific studies (such as those cited in this Article) and seek to introduce expert testimony.

B. TO AVOID DILUTION, WES DATA SUGGEST THAT LAWYERS SHOULD CONSIDER USING WHITE MEN AS COMPARATORS, PARTICULARLY IN CASES INVOLVING “INTERSECTIONAL PLAINTIFFS”

Lawyers in class actions involving race or gender discrimination plaintiffs should consider comparing the experience of the protected group to the experience of white men, rather than comparing men to women or white people

---
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to people of color. The strongest case for trying this concerns Prove-It-Again bias, which is triggered robustly both by gender and by race.  


815. Telephone Interview with Adam Klein, Managing Partner, Outten & Golden (Dec. 6, 2019) (on file with authors).
The use of white men as comparators may be particularly important for women of color, given the challenges faced by “intersectional plaintiffs.” A robust law review literature posits that women of color face particularly high hurdles in employment discrimination cases. The most elegant study on the lower success rates of women of color who bring employment discrimination suits is a 2011 study by a group of lawyers and sociologists. They drew upon a 2% random sample of district and circuit court opinions in federal discrimination cases between 1965 and 1999, yielding 328 circuit court opinions and 686 district court opinions. They found “plaintiffs making intersectional claims are less than half as likely to win” as compared to non-intersectional plaintiffs (15% compared to 31%), only half as likely to obtain at least a partial victory, and one-third as likely to win completely. Holding other factors equal, intersectional plaintiffs will win only 13% of the time and non-intersectional plaintiffs win 28% of the time. While white women are most likely to have a full victory (38%), nonwhite women are the least likely (11%), with nonwhite men much closer to nonwhite women than to white women (15%). The study suggested that the claims of intersectional plaintiffs are not intrinsically weaker than those of discrimination plaintiffs in general. The study also found that intersectional claims represent an increasing proportion of discrimination claims: in the 1970s and 1980s, they represented only about 10% of all discrimination claims, a number that climbed to more than a quarter once they began rising around 1990.

Happily, Bostock v. Clayton County’s revamp of Title VII’s causation requirement, which clarifies that Title VII requires that discrimination be a but-for cause of the adverse employment action complained of—not the only cause—may help reverse the shockingly low success rate of intersectional plaintiffs. Bostock’s holdings preclude the common defense argument that intersectional plaintiffs should lose because they need to prove either that gender completely explains the adverse employment action or that race does. Bostock can be used in conjunction with WES data documenting that Prove-It-Again bias and some forms of Tightrope bias are more widely reported by women of color than by any other group. Hopefully, Bostock spells the end of the era when women of color’s attempts to point out that both gender and racial bias shape
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their experience are dismissed by courts as an illegitimate attempt to create a "new super-remedy." 827

C. Step by Step Use of Five-Patterns Evidence in Litigation

Attorneys who seek to use five-patterns evidence should start educating others about how bias operates long before trial, as early as in the client interview to ensure that plaintiffs’ lawyers have uncovered all available evidence of racial and gender bias (using the protocol set forth in Appendix A). This Subpart sets forth considerations about how to use five-patterns evidence in litigation from complaint to the closing argument.

In the complaint. Charles A. Sullivan has pointed out that Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly 828 and Ashcroft v. Iqbal 829 raise the requirements for what constitutes a complaint that can survive a motion to dismiss. Prior to those two cases, the standard was “notice pleading” (a short and plain statement that gives notice of the claim to the other party), 830 but these two cases raised the standard to “plausible pleading.” That requires that “the plaintiff would have to plead not merely that defendant had intent to discriminate, but also additional facts that make such an allegation plausible.” 831 Judges are urged to use their “common sense” in assessing complaints under the plausible pleading test. 832 Sullivan argues that plaintiffs should plead studies documenting the widespread nature of bias as a “legislative fact” that a court would have to take as true for purposes of a motion to dismiss, given that in a motion to dismiss courts have to take the facts pled as true. Sullivan proposes such language as: “social science research indicates that discriminatory attitudes are common, even typical, in 21st century America and further indicates that such attitudes often result in decisions adverse to” members of protected groups. 833 This is a creative suggestion, and may be helpful in introducing five-patterns evidence in the complaint. Five-patterns evidence will be much more concrete than the formulation offered by Sullivan: complaints may well be able to state that plaintiffs recognized what happened to them as bias because of the widespread discussion of bias patterns in the press and popular culture.

However, some caution is in order. Courts do not have to accept legal conclusions or conclusory statements when ruling on a motion to dismiss. Moreover, a common defense technique in depositions is to take the plaintiff’s

827. See Crenshaw, supra note 99, at 141–42 (discussing Degraffenreid v. General Motors Corp., 413 F. Supp. 142 (E.D. Mo. 1976)).
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line by line through the complaint and have her say everything she knows about every allegation. If the complaint contains an allegation about patterns of bias, the plaintiff has to be prepped and able to persuasively defend the notion that she has personal knowledge of the pervasiveness of the bias patterns. Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that, an attorney’s signature on a complaint is a certification that to the best of their knowledge and after reasonable inquiry, the complaint is well-grounded in fact. So lawyers need to avoid alleging things in the complaint that they or their clients do not personally know.

During negotiations. One way of using evidence of bias that has received little or no attention in law reviews is during negotiations. To quote Jennifer Schwartz of Outten & Golden:

Evidence of bias is important, and indeed critical, in many cases and at different stages of the litigation. However almost every single working woman on this planet has experienced gender bias so often that when negotiating settlements with a woman lawyer on the other side, I try to analogize what happened to my client to what I think was likely my opponent’s experience. Or what she knows could easily be her experience. Bringing it home can often benefit settlement negotiations.

Begin early and be persistent. Cynthia Thomas Calvert, who provides support to plaintiffs’ employment lawyers in cases involving family responsibilities discrimination through the WorkLife Law Attorney Network, has a lot of experience in helping plaintiffs’ lawyers educate judges and opposing counsel on common patterns of bias against mothers. “You can’t assume that the judge will understand. You need to begin the process of educating judges by mentioning the bias patterns in the complaint, and in a motion to dismiss if one is filed.” Bias evidence also is obviously relevant in the defense’s nigh-inevitable motion for summary judgment, as discussed above. “It is also great in closing arguments,” she continued, “where it is important to relate the case to the everyday experience of the jury.” The materials above discussing mainstream media and popular culture references to each of the five patterns should prove helpful in talking with juries.
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CONCLUSION: MERITOCRACY GONE AWRY

In an important and insightful article, Katie R. Eyer points out that plaintiffs’ low success rate in employment discrimination cases predates so-called second generation discrimination. She attributes that low success rate to Americans’ deep belief in meritocracy, which makes many Americans resistant to acknowledging discrimination. Eyer herself despairs of antidiscrimination statutes as an approach to workers’ empowerment, and argues instead for general workers’ rights statutes such as Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA). We draw a different conclusion from her impressive analysis: perhaps the key to winning a Title VII suit is to describe precisely how, in the plaintiff’s case, the meritocracy ideal was subverted. The five-patterns model can do that by describing in very concrete ways how plaintiffs’ treatment thwarts meritocracy.

Eyer’s article joins a long string of articles that point to low win rates, sometimes overlooking the fact that (according to Wendy Parker’s careful study) two-thirds of cases settle. Commentators sometimes appear to forget that plaintiffs’ employment discrimination lawyers typically support themselves through settlements, interspersed with only occasional trials.

Settlements occur in the shadow of the law, so it matters whether plaintiffs’ lawyers are telling stories that would convince a reasonable jury. The central insight we take from Eyer is that plaintiffs need to tell stories of meritocracy gone awry. Five-patterns data allow them to do so by pinpointing the very concrete ways that women and people of color are disadvantaged through normal workplace interactions: by being held to higher standards than white men to gain promotions or be seen as having promise; by being criticized for personality traits that are tolerated or praised in white men; by losing access to good work after they have children; by being pitted against members of their own group due to differences in assimilation strategies.

To highlight how different this is from the implicit bias consensus approach, consider the testimony by IAT-inventor Anthony Greenwald in Jones v. National Council of Young Men’s Christian Associations. In that case, Greenwald testified “that bias or stereotypes—and particularly unconscious bias against African Americans, which is widely present in the population—poses greater risk of manifesting itself in conjunction with subjective criteria.”
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judge, an Obama appointee, rejected this classic social framework testimony on the grounds that “Dr. Greenwald’s opinions do not fit: they are (so far as his report suggests, anyway) derived solely from laboratory testing that does not remotely approximate the conditions that apply in this case.” The court was troubled that the IAT involved “people who spontaneously react to virtual strangers in laboratory settings,” not what people do when making “deliberate business decisions in the workplace.”

WES data confirm that, alas, the same stereotypes and bias that have been documented by forty years of lab studies do, in fact, appear in “deliberate business decisions.” Using evidence of the five patterns of bias can help empower plaintiffs to show how widespread ideals of meritocracy have been subverted in a specific case—or an entire institution.
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Here are some useful questions to help lawyers ensure that they have uncovered all available evidence of bias from plaintiffs in Title VII race and gender cases.

B. PROVE-IT-AGAIN

Numbers that are potentially useful include whether women take longer to get promoted than men and whether base pay, pay raises, or bonuses are lower for women than men. It is also useful to look for a pattern of polarized evaluations, where a few women superstars get very high evaluations, while most women get very low evaluations. Another pattern is where positive feedback about men translates into high ratings, but positive feedback about women does not. In a class case with performance evaluation data, assess whether they are judging men and women on the same criteria. Also look for the “halo/horns effect,” where one success or strength is generalized into an overall positive assessment for men but not for women, or where one mistake or weakness is generalized into an overall negative assessment for women but not for men.854 Along the same lines, are men more likely to be seen as having promise than women?855

Investigating Prove-It-Again bias first entails investigating whether in-group favoritism has affected the hiring and/or advancement of women or people of color. If a company hires based on internal referrals, see if they have records about who has been hired based on internal referrals, and see if there’s a demographic pattern.

**Does your company hire people based on internal referrals?**

**In some workplaces, it’s really important in order to be promoted to have a sponsor—a sponsor is a mentor who is willing to spend their political capital to help your career. Is that true in your workplace? If so, are men more likely to have sponsors than women?**

**In some workplaces, it’s really important to be part of a tight little in-group in order to get promoted or get access to good work. Is that true in your workplace? If so, why is it important?**

Other questions to tease out Prove-It-Again bias:

**Have you had to prove yourself more—to get a job, get promoted, get a raise or a bonus, in order to get high-quality work—than your male colleagues with similar education and experience?**856

---
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856. Depending on a variety of factors, the comparison can be drawn with men in general, or white men in particular for all of the Prove-It-Again questions.
Have you been told you have to do one thing for promotion—but then when you do that one thing, another is added (on and on and on) in a way that doesn’t happen to men?

Do white men get promoted or get other work benefits based on their promise or potential, or based on the assumption that they will pick up what they need to know after they have the job or promotion—while you have to show you have met every requirement before you get the job, promotion, etc.?

Are objective rules and requirements applied leniently to white men but rigidly to everyone else?\(^{857}\) (This is such a broad and important category; follow-up questions may well be needed.)

Has your work been hyper-scrutinized, more so than is the case for men (or white men)?

Is a credential more valued when white men have it?

Are your mistakes or oversights more likely to come back to haunt them, than men’s are? Has this happened to you?

Do other people regularly get credit for ideas you originally offered?

Have your successes and accomplishments been written off (for example, as “just luck”) or overlooked in a way that doesn’t happen to white men (or white people)?

Have you had to prove yourself more—to get a job, get promoted, get a raise or a bonus, or high-quality work—than your white (or white male) colleagues with similar education and experience?\(^{858}\)

Have you been told you have to do one thing for promotion—but then when you do that one thing, another is added (on and on and on) in a way that doesn’t happen to white colleagues (or white men)?

Do white men (or white people) get promoted or get other work benefits based on their promise or potential, or based on the assumption that they will pick up what they need to know after they have the job or promotion—while you have to show you have met every requirement before you get the job, promotion, etc.?

Are objective rules and requirements applied leniently to white peoples (or white men) but rigidly to everyone else?\(^{859}\) (This is such a broad and important category; follow-up questions may well be needed.)

Has your work been hyper-scrutinized, more so than is the case for white men (or white people)?

Is a credential more valued when white people (or white men) have it?

---

857. “He didn’t do the planner, and wasn’t dinged for it. She was.” Interview with Jocelyn Larkin, Executive Director, Impact Fund (Nov. 13, 2019) (on file with authors).
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859. “He didn’t do the planner, and wasn’t dinged for it. She was. . . . If a guy didn’t achieve his goal, it was overlooked. If a woman didn’t, it was not.” Interview with Jocelyn Larkin, Executive Director, Impact Fund (Nov. 13, 2019) (on file with authors).
Are people of color’s mistakes or oversights more likely to be noticed and remembered, or more likely to come back to haunt them, than white peoples’ (or white men’s) are? Has this happened to you?

Do other people regularly get credit for ideas you originally offered?

Have your successes and accomplishments been written off (for example, as “just luck”) or overlooked in a way that doesn’t happen to white people (or white men)?

Do you sometimes feel that you can’t afford to make a single mistake?

Does your workplace hire only people of color with elite degrees, but white people from a broader range of schools?

Have your accomplishments and/or credentials been written off on the grounds that you’re “just an affirmative action hire”?

B. TIGHTROPE

1. Gender & Race

Have you ever been faulted for being too self-confident or too assertive in ways that are readily accepted from (men, white people, white men)?

Have you received comments about your personality on your performance evaluations?

Have you gotten pushback for giving critical feedback of a type readily accepted from (men, white people, white men)?

Have people ever sent the message, overtly or covertly, that they wanted you to be supportive and nice, rather than rigorous and demanding, whereas (men, white people, white men) can just “go for it”?

Have you ever been penalized for showing anger in ways that are readily accepted from (men, white people, white men)?

Have you ever been penalized for sharing your accomplishments and successes in ways that are readily accepted from (men, white people, white men)?

Have you felt wary about sharing your accomplishments and successes, although the (men, white people, white men) do that all the time?

Do you feel like you are expected to be uncomplaining “worker bees” who do not demand the limelight, but support those who do? Do you feel that other (women, people of color) are?

If there is a way to track assignments, look for patterns in who gets career-enhancing work. Some useful questions:

Are there any key times when (men, white people, white, men) have been given a chance to shine before the higher-ups that women are not—perhaps men are more likely to be promoted as a result?

Are (men, white people, white, men) been given more of a chance to develop skills required for promotion than you and other members of your group have?
Are (men, white people, white, men) given better access to career-enhancing work, or given access to it earlier in their careers, than you and members of your group have gotten?

2. Race

Have you ever been called words like “difficult,” “aggressive,” “a poor communicator,” or sent messages that assertive behavior accepted in (white people or white men) is inappropriate in you?

Have people interpreted your behavior as “angry,” “emotional,” or “out of control,” when they would readily accept similar behavior from (white people or men)?

Have people interpreted your behavior as angry when you weren’t angry at all—you were just having a business disagreement?

Do you feel like you (and members of your group) are expected to be uncomplaining “worker bees” who do not demand the limelight, but support those who do?

Have you gotten pushback for giving critical feedback of a type readily accepted from (white people or white men)?

3. Gender

Have you ever been called words like “bossy,” “difficult,” “strident,” “aggressive,” “too tough,” “sharp elbows,” “a poor communicator,” or told to be nicer when you are behaving in ways that are readily accepted from men (or white men)? If the client is a woman of color, also ask if she has been called “feisty,” “fiery,” “sassy,” or a “dragon lady.”

Have people you supervise expected you to be the ever-supportive office mom rather than the boss who insists on quality work?

Have you ever felt pressures to behave in feminine ways—to be the peacemaker, or the office mom who takes care of everyone around her, or the dutiful daughter who aligns with a powerful man but never threatens him? Are the same things expected of men?

At your workplace, do women do more of the office housework? Have you done more than your colleagues? This includes literal housework like ordering the lunch, cleaning up the room after a meeting, or being expected to plan parties and get signatures on birthday cards.

Are women in your workplace (and are you) more likely to be given administrative tasks than men, such as being expected to take notes of the meeting, find a time everyone can meet, or send follow-up email?

Are women in your workplace (and are you) more likely to be expected to take care of other people’s emotions or personal and professional development in ways men aren’t, such as being the peacemaker, or doing the mentoring, or running the summer program, or the like?

Are women in your workplace (and are you) more likely to be under pressures to do the back-office or undervalued tasks, while men are seen as a better fit for the glamour work—career-enhancing tasks?
C. MATERNAL WALL

1. Gender

First, some numbers to be crunched:

Do women’s pay or promotions fall when they get pregnant, return from maternity leave, or ask for workplace flexibility (job sharing, part time, flex time, telecommuting, etc.)?

Are women pressured to go part time even when they are working the same number of hours as men who are full time? (This can mean that women are working longer hours for the same pay.)

Here are additional questions for mothers.

Did your work get hyper-scrutinized after you got pregnant, returned from leave, or asked for workplace flexibility? Were you criticized for things men are rarely criticized for?

Did men get a pass for things you did not get a pass for?

Were you assumed to be less competent, less productive, or less committed because you are a mother?

Were you deprived of opportunities or shifts that might have led to a promotion, higher pay, or other benefits because people at work assumed that, as a mother or a wife, you would not want them?

Were you deprived of opportunities that required you to move your family that might have led to a promotion, higher pay, or other benefits because people at work assumed that, as a mother or a wife, you would not want them? 860

Were you pressured to go part time after you had children?

Did or do people keep assuming that you won’t return to work after you had children (even if you have never given any signal or made a statement to that effect)?

Are women told that they are not getting hired, getting raises, or getting paid as much, because their husbands, fiancés, or boyfriends are, or should be, supporting them or that men are being paid more because “he has a family to support”? 861

If you asked for an accommodation for pregnancy or breastfeeding, has anyone else been given a similar accommodation for other reasons?

2. Race

The Center for WorkLife Law has run a hotline for twenty years for workers who encounter discrimination based on family responsibilities. We regularly hear from women of color who have been denied workplace accommodations that are routinely offered to white women.

860. See Lust v. Sealy, Inc., 383 F.3d 580, 583 (7th Cir. 2004). “Sometimes managers made assumptions that women with a number of children or husband were not interested in a more important job because they couldn’t move.” Interview with Jocelyn Larkin, Executive Director, Impact Fund (Nov. 13, 2019) (on file with authors).

Have you been denied or penalized for asking for accommodations like leaves or workplace flexibility that are readily offered to white women?

D. TUG OF WAR

1. Gender

Do some women hold each other to higher standards because “that’s what it takes to succeed here as a person of color”?

Do women undercut each other by criticizing each other for being too masculine or too feminine (in clothing, voice, manner, etc.)?

Do women undercut each other for taking too much time off to be with children—or too little?

Do some women join the boys’ club, aligning with men against other women?

In your workplace, is there room for only one woman on certain teams or high-profile committees? If so, do women feel the need to compete with each other to get that one position? Has this affected you?

Do you get the same level of support from support staff as the men in your environment do?

2. Race

Do some people of color hold each other to higher standards because “that’s what it takes to succeed here as a person of color”?

Do people of color fault each other for acting “too white” or “not white enough”?

In your workplace, is there room for only one person of color on certain teams or high-profile committees? If so, do people of color feel the need to compete with each other to get that one position? Has this affected you?

Do you get the same level of support from support staff as your colleagues?

E. RACIAL STEREOTYPES (NOT OTHERWISE MENTIONED)

1. For Black Individuals

Have you been criticized for talking loudly when you were just speaking in a normal tone of voice, or for dominating the conversation, when you were contributing no more than other people were?

Has your behavior been treated as threatening when you were just behaving in ways other people behave all the time?

Have you ever been treated with the kind of disrespect not typically shown to others in your workplace?

2. For People of Asian Descent

Have you been criticized for being “passive”?

Do colleagues assume you will, or should, work more, or do more with less, than is expected of your colleagues?
Do colleagues hold you to higher standards when it comes to technical work on the assumption that people of Asian descent are naturally good at technical work?

Do colleagues assume you are good at technical work but that you lack social skills or leadership potential?
APPENDIX B

The Workplace Experiences Survey is a ten-minute survey designed to examine the way bias plays out in the workplace. The current Article discusses five studies conducted with the workplace experiences survey. Each study involved participants filling out the workplace experiences survey for their current or most recent workplace. The populations and sample sizes of each study were as follows:

- Women STEM Science Professors – 550
- U.S. Engineers – 3093
- Indian Engineers – 693
- Lawyers – 2827
- Architects – 1346
- Cross-Industry Sample 1 – 823
- Cross-Industry Sample 2 – 1616

Throughout this Article we highlight graphs, quotes, and findings from these studies. This data can also be found in the original reports for the first three studies. Reports on the two cross-industry studies are forthcoming.

Survey participants for industry surveys were recruited through partner organizations using email list serves as follows:

- Women STEM Science Professors were recruited through the Association for Women in Science.
- Engineers were recruited through the Society of Women Engineers.
- Lawyers were recruited through the American Bar Association’s Commission on Women in the Profession and the Minority Corporate Counsel Association.
- Architects were recruited through the American Institute of Architects

The cross-industry samples were recruited differently:

- Cross-Industry Sample 1 was recruited using a combination of social media, targeted emails, a link on our website, and word of mouth.
- Cross-Industry Sample 2 was recruited using Cint, a paid participant pool.
APPENDIX C

The Workplace Experiences Survey also contains data on workplace processes. Our research shows that white men tend to report more fair workplace processes across a variety of systems.

B. HIRING

In a biased workplace, differential treatment of gender and racial groups begins with the hiring process. Our data on lawyers support this: white men reported that their organizations' hiring systems were unbiased at a rate more than twenty percentage points higher than women of color, with men of color and white women falling in between.862

White women have an easier time than other women when it comes to some workplace processes: Black women report having more difficulty in the hiring process than white women.863

862. WILLIAMS ET AL., YOU CAN’T CHANGE WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE, supra note 100, at 45.
863. Data on file with authors. See supra notes 169–172 and accompanying text.
B. Mentorship

Mentorship can be a crucial factor in career advancement, but there can also be gender and racial disparities that make it easier for some groups to get ahead than others. In our data from lawyers, white men reported having good mentors at a level higher than women and people of color. 864

---

864. Williams et al., You Can’t Change What You Can’t See, supra note 100, at 45.
Similarly, white men reported access to networking opportunities at a higher rate than women and people of color in our study of engineers.\footnote{\textit{Williams et al., Climate Control}, supra note 100, at 128.}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{networking_opportunities.png}
\caption{Access to Networking Opportunities}
\end{figure}

\section*{C. Performance Evaluations}

Although performance evaluations are supposed to be objective measures of performance, they are subject to the types of bias we have documented over and over again. In our studies of lawyers, women and people of color reported receiving constructive feedback on their performance evaluations at a level lower than white men.\footnote{\textit{Williams et al., You Can’t Change What You Can’t See}, supra note 100, at 53.}
D. Promotions

In order to get more women and people of color at the top of organizations, it is essential to promote them. Data from our survey on engineers shows that white men report fair opportunities for advancement at a level higher than women and people of color. 867

---

867. Williams et al., Climate Control, supra note 100, at 128.
Black women and women of Asian descent also report less fairness in the promotions process than white women.\textsuperscript{868}

E. Compensation

Compensation is an area in which women and people of color have long struggled to reach equality with white men. Data from both our studies on engineers and lawyers indicate that individuals in these fields are noticing a pay gap in their own jobs.\textsuperscript{869}

\textsuperscript{868} Data on file with authors. See supra notes 169–172 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{869} WILLIAMS ET AL., CLIMATE CONTROL, supra note 100, at 128; WILLIAMS ET AL., YOU CAN’T CHANGE WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE, supra note 100, at 57–61.
The disparity between the reports of white men and women of color in our study of lawyers is particularly large: over thirty percentage points between white men and women of color.\footnote{870. Williams et al., You Can’t Change What You Can’t See, supra note 100, at 58.}